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USING TillS CATALOG 
The resources in this catalog are distributed by 
Communications and Computing Services at the 
University of Nebraska-lincoln. They are available 
to Nebraska residents at Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension offices throughout the state. Out-of-state 
residents should use the order forms provided at 
the back of this catalog. 
Most of the publications are intended for the 
public-especially farmers, consumers and families. 
Many of the publications interpret results of univer-
sity research in agriculture. Others offer practical 
tips on issues :t:elevant to home and family, natural 
resources management, forestry, gardening, nutri-
tion, soil, and water quality. 
You should check with your local Extension 
office before ordering publications directly from 
Communications and Computing Services at UN-L. 
By doing so you will save shipping and handling 
charges. Nebraska Extension office addresses and 
phone numbers are shown on pages 4-6. 
Publication Charges: Due to increasing publishing 
costs, as of November 1, 1991 charges for some Coop-
erative Extension publications were implemented. This 
catalog shows a price for all publications, however, 
Nebraska residents may obtain without charge single 
copies of up to ten different titles of all publications 
marked with this symbol +. For multiple copies a 
charge of $.25 per copy will be assessed. 
Sales Tax: Order forms found at the back of this catalog 
indicate Nebraska residents should pay state and local 
sales tax for all orders. Publications sold at local 
Extension offices include sales tax in their price. 
Payment: Orders of $10.00 and under and all foreign 
orders must be prepaid. Make checks or money orders 
payable to the University of Nebraska for total amount 
of order including sales tax and shipping. Foreign 
orders should be paid in U.S. funds. 
Purchase Orders: Purchase orders will be accepted 
from other Extension services, schools, companies 
and public agencies. Shipping charges will be 
charged proportionately and billed to your Purchase 
Order number. Please include your sales tax exemp-
tion number. 
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Price and Availability: Price and availability of 
publications and other resources are subject to 
change. Be certain you have the current catalog, 
since out-of-date publications are removed from 
stock and new ones are added regularly. 
If invoice quantity shipped is less than the quantity 
ordered that indicates the item is out of stock. No 
backorders will be filled. Items should be reordered 
at a later time. 
Out-of-State Ordering: Out-of-state residents may 
obtain resources listed in this catalog by sending the 
order form and payment to: 
Bulletins 
P.O. Box 830918 
Lincoln NE 68583-0918 
FAX orders to (402)472-3093. 
Shipping Costs: Please add the total of your order 
and include shipping charges via USPS: 
Amount of Order Shipping Charges 
$ 0.01 to$ 1.50 $0.55 
1.51 to 4.99 $1.00 
5.00 to 20.00 $2.50 
20.01 to 50.00 $5.00 
Publications Orders with individual items listed at 
$5.00 or more will be shipped via UPS. 
Amount of Order 
$ 5.00 to $10.00 
10.01 to 20.00 
20.01 and over 
Shipping Charges 
$2.75 
$3.75 
$5.00 
Large bulk orders will be billed for shipping charges 
via the invoice. 
Quantity discounts: A discount of 10% will be 
made on quantities of 200 copies or more of a single 
item. 
Extension Offices 
Adams Cedar Dawes 
Courthouse Box368 Box 670, 337 Main St. 
P.O. Box30 Hartington, NE 68739 Chadron, NE 69337 
Hastings, NE 68902 (402) 254-6821 (308) 432-3373-74 
(402) 461-7209 
Cent. Sandhills Area Dawson 
Antelope (Blaine, Thomas, Grant, Hooker) P.O. Box757 
501 Main St. 503 Main Street Lexington, NE 68850 
Box 146 Box 148 (308) 324-5501 
Neligh, NE 68756 Thedford, NE 69166 
(402) 887-5414/4122 (308) 645-2267 Deuel 
Box648 
Boone Chase Chappell, NE 69129 
Courthouse P.O. Box640 (308) 874-2705 
222 So. 4th Imperial, NE 69033 
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415 Black Hills Street Valentine, NE 69201 
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(308) 762-5616 1206 W. 23rd 
Cheyenne Fremont, NE 68025 
Boyd Box 356, 920 Jackson Street (402) 727-2775 
Box 108 Sidney, NE 69162 
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(402) 775-2491 8015 W. Center Rd 
Clay Omaha, NE 68124 
Brown,Rock,Keya Paha 111 West Fairfield (402) 444-7804 
148 West 4th, Box 48 Clay Center , NE 68933 
Ainsworth, NE 69210 (402) 762-3644 Dundy 
(308) 387-2213 Box317 
Colfax Benkelman, NE 69021 
Buffalo P.O. Box 389, 1622 F Street (308) 423-2021 
1400 E. 34th (Fairgrounds) Schuyler, NE 68661 
Kearney, NE 68847 (402) 352-3821-26 Fillmore 
(402) 236-1235 972 G St. 
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Burt Box285 (402) 759-3712 
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111 N. 13th Street (402) 372-5356-57 Franklin 
Tekamah, NE 68061 P.O. Box306 
(402) 374-2693 Custer Franklin, NE 68939 
431 So. lOth Ave. (308) 425-6277 
Butler Broken Bow, NE 68822 
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451 5th Street 404 E. 7th St. 
David City, NE 68632 Dakota Curtis, NE 69025 
(402) 367-3091 Courthouse (308) 367-4424 
Box 129 
Cass Dakota City, NE 68731 Furnas 
101 East Eldora Ave., Box 385 (402) 987-2140 P.O. Box367 
Weeping Water, NE 68463 912 R Street 
(402) 267-2205 Beaver City, NE 68926 (308) 268-3105 
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Gage Holt Madison 
1115 West Scott Box549 104 South 2nd St. 
Beatrice, NE 68310 O'Neill, NE 68763 BoxF 
(402) 223-1384 (402) 336-2760 Battle Creek, NE 68715 
(402) 675-2785 
Garden Howard 
Box487 612 Indian Street Merrick 
Oshkosh, NE 69154 St. Paul, NE 68873 P.O. Box27 
(308) 772-3311 (308) 754-5422 Central City, NE 68826 
(308) 946-3843 
Garfield, Loup, Wheeler Jefferson 
250 South 8th Ave. 515 FStreet Morrill 
Box638 Fairbury, NE 68352 110 West 10th Street 
Burwell, NE 68823 (402) 729-3487 P.O. Box490 
(308) 346-4200 Bridgeport, NE 69336 
Johnson (308) 262-1022 
Gering Courthouse, Box 779 
110 West 10th Tecumseh, NE 68450 Nance 
Bridgeport, NE 69336 (402) 274-4755/4756 Courthouse, 209 Esther 
(308) 262-1022 P.O. Box 130 
Kearney Fullerton, NE 68638 
Gosper P.O. Box31 (308) 536-2691 
Box 146 Minden , NE 68959 
Elwood, NE 68937 (308) 832-1155 ,Ext. 62 Nemaha 
(308) 785-2390 1824 N Street 
Keith-Arthur Auburn, NE 68305 
Greeley Box450 (402) 335-3669 
Box290 511 N. Spruce 
Greeley, NE 68842 Ogallala, NE 69153 Nuckolls 
(308) 428-2835 (308) 284-6051 Box386 
Nelson, NE 68961 
Hall Kimball-Banner (402) 225-2381 
3180 Highway 34 W 114 E. Third 
Grand Island, NE 68801 Kimball, NE 69145 Otoe 
(308) 381-5088 (308) 235-3122 180 Chestnut, P.O. Box 160 
Syracuse, NE 68446 
Hamilton Knox (402) 269-2301 
Box308 Box45 
Aurora, NE 68818 Center, NE 68724 Pawnee 
(402) 694-6174 (402) 288-4224 Courthouse. Box 391 
Pawnee City, NE 68420 
Harlan Lancaster (402) 852-2970 
Box258 444 Cherrycreek Road 
Alma, NE 68920 Lincoln, NE 68528 Perkins 
(308) 928-2119 (402) 441-7180 Courthouse 
P.O. Box99 
Hayes Lincoln Grant, NE 69140 
Box370 115 W.4th (308) 352-4340 
Hayes Center, NE 69032 North Platte, NE 69101 
(308) 286-3312 (308) 532-2683 Phelps 
1308 Second Street 
Hitchcock Logan, McPherson Holdrege, NE 68949 
Box 188 Box 188 (308) 995-4222 
Trenton, NE 69044 Stapleton, NE 69163 
(308) 334-5666 (308) 636-2332 
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Pierce 
111 W. Court St., Rrn. 13 
Pierce, NE 68767 
(402) 329-4821 
Platte 
Courthouse 
Boxl26 
Columbus, NE 68601 
(402) 563-4901 
Polk 
Courthouse 
Box 215 
Osceola, NE 68651 
(402) 747-2321 
Red Willow 
P.O. Box409 
409 West 5th & 0 Street 
McCook, NE 69001 
(308) 345-3390 
Richardson 
Courthouse, 1700 Stone 
Falls City, NE 68355 
(402) 245-4324 
Saline 
Box 978,306 West Third 
Wilber, NE 68465 
(402) 821-2151 
Sarpy 
Courthouse 
1210 Golden Gate Dr., Ste. 1105 
Papillion, NE 68046 
(402) 593-2172 
Saunders 
112 E. 7th Street 
Wahoo, NE 68066 
(402) 443-3522 
Scotts Bluff 
1825 lOth St. 
County Administrative Office Bldg. 
Gering, NE 69341 
(308) 436-6622 
Seward 
216 S. 9th Street 
Seward, NE 68434 
(402) 643-2981 
Sheridan 
Box 329, 105 Loofborrow Street 
Rushville, NE 69360 
(308) 327-2312 
Sherman 
Box459 
Loup City, NE 68853 
(308) 745-1518 
Sioux 
P.O. Box277 
Harrison, NE 69346 
(308) 668-2428 
Stanton 
Box588 
Stanton, NE 68779 
(402) 439-2231 
Thayer 
225 North4 
Hebron, NE 68370 
(402) 768-7212 
Thurston 
Box245 
Walthill, NE 68067 
(402) 846-5656 
Valley 
801 S. St., Ste. 1 
Ord, NE 68862 
(308) 728-5071 
Washington 
Box 325, 1718 Washington St. 
Blair, NE 68008 
(402) 426-9455 
Wayne 
Courthouse 
510 Pearl St. 
Wayne, NE 68787 
(402) 375-3310 
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Webster 
Courthouse 
621 North Cedar 
Red Cloud, NE 68970 
(402) 746-3417 
York 
Box46,RFD4 
York, NE 68467 
(402) 362-5508 
District Offices 
Northeast Research and Extension 
Center 
Box 111 
Concord, NE 68728-0111 
(402) 584-2261 
Panhandle Research and Extension 
Center 
4502 Avenue I 
Scottsbluff, NE 69361-0224 
(308) 632-1230 
South Central Research and Extension 
Center 
Box66 
Clay Center, NE 68933-0066 
(402) 762-3535 
Southeast Research and Extension 
Center 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
MussehlHall 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0714 
(402) 472-3674 
West Central Research and Extension 
Center 
Route 4, Box #46A 
North Platte, NE 69101-9495 
(308) 532-3611 
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Item 
Number Title 
ANIMAL DISEASES 
CATILE 
+G32 Grass Tetany 
+G157 Foot Rot 
•:•G232 Cow-Calf Herd Health Program 
<•G269 Calf Scours: Causes, Prevention and 
Treatment 
+G325 Sweet Clover Poisoning 
+G326 Oosbidial Diseases of Cattle 
<•G327 Acute Bovine Pulmonary Emphysema . 
.:•G336 Coccidiosis of Cattle 
•)G484 Bovine Trichomoniasis 
•)G574 Reproductive Diseases in Cattle 
•:•G620 Pinkeye 
•>G799 Health Management and 
Recommended Vaccinations for Dairy 
Replacements 
•:•G977 Johne's Disease (Paratuberculosis) 
<•G1032 Dairy Cow Health and Metabolic 
Disease Relative to Nutritional Factors 
+G1047 Acidosis 
+G1073 Type C Enterotoxemia in Young Calves 
+G1144 Bovine Respiratory Synctytial Vini's in 
Cattle 
•)G1148 Common Infectious Diseases That 
Cause Abortions in Cattle 
•:•G1159 Feedlot Lameness 
•:•G1184 Bovine Ocular Neoplasia 
SWINE 
•!•G364 Mycoplasmal Pneumonia and Other 
Mycoplasmal Diseases of Swine 
O:•G415 Atrophic Rhinitis 
•)G747 Enteric Diseases (Scours)' of Swine 
O:•G748 Prevention and Control of Swine 
Dysentery 
<•G848 Control and Eradication of 
Pseudorabies in Swine 
SHEEP 
E0905 Prevent Worms-To Increase Sheep 
Profits 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
<•G794 Enterotoxemia in Lambs 0.25 
•)G849 Vaccinations in Sheep Flocks 0.25 
•:•G864 Handling Internal Worm Parasitism 
in Sheep 0.25 
.:•G1075 Oub Lamb Fungus Disease 0.25 
POULTRY 
•!•G1039 Respiratory Infections In Domestic 
Poultry Flocks. 0.25 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK 
•)G417 Leptospirosis of Domestic Animals 0.25 
•!•G795 Antibiotic Use in Animals 0.25 
•:•G797 Causes of Vaccination-Immunization 
Failures in Livestock 0.25 
•:•G919 Quality Laboratory Samples Necessary 
for Accurate Disease Diagnosis 0.25 
+ G1093 Use of Animal Drugs in Livestock 
Management 0.25 
ANIMALS, GENERAL 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
•!•G883 Managing of Disease ·to Produce 
Antibiotic/Residue Free Animal 
Food Products 0.25 
MANAGEMENT 
•:•G57 Hot Weather Livestock Stress 0.25 
RP375 Angora Goats in the Midwest 0.50 
BEEF 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
EC265 Ammonia Treatment of Low Quality 
Forages 0.50 
+G14 Grain Processing for Feedlot Cattle 0.25 
+G15 Handling Feed Moisture in Ration 
Formulation and Inventory Control 0.25 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Title Price 
<•G100 Feeding High Moisture Com 0.25 +G463 Spaying Heifers 0.25 
+G136 Grain Sorghum Processing for Beef +G493 Developing Replacement Beef Heifers 
Cattle 0.25 (Weaning- Breeding) 0.25 
•)G149 Bloat Prevention and Treatment 0.25 +G495 Managing Two-Year-Old Beef Heifers 
+G166 Creep Feeding Beef Calves 0.25 (Calving- Rebreeding) 0.25 
+G170 Nitrates in Livestock Feeding 0.25 +G536 Reproductive Tract Anatomy and 
<•G321 Use of Energy Values in Ration Physiology of the Bull 0.25 
Formulation 0.25 +G537 Reproductive Tract Anatomy and 
+G324 Limiting Feed Intake with Salt 0.25 Physiology of the Cow 0.25 
+G363 Vitamin Requirements of Beef Cattle 0.25 +G539 Assisting the Beef Cow at Calving Time 0.25 
+G389 Nutrient Requirements of Breeding +G666 Breeding Soundness Examination o 
Beef Cattle 0.25 Beef Bulls 0.25 
+G395 Feeding Com and Sorghum Silages +G741 Estrous Synchronization for Beef Cattle 0.25 
to Beef Cattle 0.25 +G759 Prominent Congenital Defects in 
+G396 Making Quality Com and Sorghum Nebraska Beef Cattle 0.25 
Silage 0.25 +G895 Pelvic Measurements for Reducing 
+G424 Adding Water to Grain or Silage 0.25 Calving Difficulty 0.25 
+G425 1993 Beef Report Summaries 0.25 
+G467 Livestock Water Quality 0.25 BEEF MANAGEMENT 
+G476 Composition of Feeds in Relation to 
Cattle Nutrition 0.25 CP1 +G489 Feeding The Beef Cow Herd-Part I PCCowcard 150.00 
Factors Mfecting the Cow Nutrition EC266 Nebraska Beef Cow Record Card 0.00 
Program 0.25 EC267 Nebraska Beef Sire Summary Card 0.00 
+G497 Feeding The Beef Cow Herd- Part ll EC268 Nebraska Beef Weaning-Yearling 
Managing the Feeding Program 0.25 Worksheet 0.00 
•)G661 The Influence of Grain Grades and +G372 Water Requirements for Beef Cattle 0.25 
Off-Quality Grain on Its Feeding +G465 Urinary Calculi (Water Belly) in 
Value to Cattle 0.25 Cattle and Sheep 0.25 
<•G677 Growth Promoting Implants 0.25 +G477 Beef Herd Management Calendar 0.25 
•)G693 Protein Levels for Growing and +G655 Management of Early Weaned Calves 0.25 
Finishing Cattle 0.25 +G716 Management of the Weanling Calf 0.25 
•!•G694 New Protein Values for Ingredients +G851 Improving Reproductive Performance 
Used in Growing Cattle Rations 0.25 and Productivity of Beef Herds 0.25 
•)G696 Small Grains for Silage or Hay 0.25 +G878 Management for Disease Prevention 
<•G761 Feed Additives for Beef Cattle 0.25 in Feedlots 0.25 
+G978 Byproduct Feedstuffs for Beef and +G972 Reducing Calf Losses with Top 
Dairy Cattle 0.25 Management 0.25 
<•G987 Colostrum Quality and Absorption +G1172 Starting Cattle 0.25 
in Baby Calves 0.25 +G1179 Finding Sick Cattle Early 0.25 
•!•G1048 Average Composition of Feeds Used +MP61 1994 Beef Cattle Report 0.25 
in Nebraska 0.25 
<•G1116 Grazing Crop Residue 0.25 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
BREEDING & REPRODUCTION +G99 Estimating Com and Sorghum Silage 
Value 0.25 
EC263 Nebraska Calving Book 0.50 +G766 Retaining Ownership of Calves or 
+G307 Bull Selection 0.25 Yearlings 0.25 
+G308 Principles of Beef Cattle Selection 0.25 +G1082 Proper Injection Procedures for Cattle 0.25 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item 
Number Title Price 
MARKETING 
<•G590 Feeder Cattle Grades 0.25 
RP357 Quality and Yield Grades for Beef 
Carcasses 0.50 
MISCELLANEOUS 
•:.G65 Locating a New Feedlot 0.25 
<•G66 Mound Design for Feedlots 0.25 
' 
CONSUMER EDUCATION 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
•:•G957 Is Burning Wood Economical? 0.25 
•)HEG94 Electrical Appliances and the Energy$ 0.25 
•)HEG132 Wood Stoves: Choosing the Stove 0.25 
•:•HEG157 Weatherizing Your Home- Caulking 0.25 
•!•HEG158 Weatherizing Your Home -
Weatherstripping 0.25 
•:•HEG159 Wood Stoves: Location in the Home 0.25 
CONSUMER INFORMATION-GENERAL 
EC429 Legal Considerations 0.50 
EC430 Sources of Beginning Capital 0.50 
EC432 Guide To Employee Relations 0.50 
EC433 Business Plan 0.50 
EC438 Do You Have What It Takes To Be An 
Entrepreneur? 0.50 
EC447 Documents for Decision Making: 
Living Wills and Medical Durable 
Powers of Attorney 1.00 
•:•G960 Laws That Impact Our Lives 0.25 
•)G1122 Managing Community Conflict: 
Strategies for Resolving Community 
Level Disagreements 0.25 
•>G1169 Coalitions for Building Community 
Understanding 0.25 
<•G1186 Financing Public Education in Nebraska 0.25 
•:•G1187 Financing Natural Resources Programs 
in Nebraska 0.25 
<•G1188 Financing Environmental Quality 
Programs in Nebraska 0.25 
•:•HEG84 How a Bill Becomes Law in Nebraska 0.25 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
RP489 Impacting Private Sector Policy 
for Families 1.00 
RP378 Oeaning as a Business 1.00 
RP443 How to Impact Public Policy for 
Families 1.00 
RP445 Marketing Crafts and Other Products 
to Tourists 1.00 
DAIRY 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
EC256 "Cattlelog'' of Dairy Rations 3.00 
•)G331 Sampling Feeds for Analyses 0.25 
+G360 Balancing Com Silage Dairy Rations 0.25 
•:•G373 Feeding the Dry, Pregnant Cow 0.25 
•)G571 Controlling Iodine in Dairy Rations 0.25 
•)G635 Feeding to Prevent Milk Fever 0.25 
•)G645 Starter Rations for Dairy Calves 0.25 
•:•G650 Grower Rations for Dairy Replacements 0.25 
•:•G783 Complete Rations-Should You Feed 
Them? 0.25 
+G798 Guidelines for Using Computerized 
Feeders for Dairy Herds 0.25 
+G816 Feeding the Dairy Calf L Colostrum 0.25 
•)G817 Feeding the Dairy Calf ll. Liquid Diets 0.25 
•!•G903 How to Enter Data into the New DHI 
Feed Program 0.25 
<•G961 Supplemental Fat For High Producing 
Dairy Cows 0.25 
•>G999 Nutritional Management of the High 
Producing Dairy Cow in the 1990s 0.25 
+G1003 Maximizing Feed Intake for Maximum 
Milk Production 0.25 
•!•G1027 Protein and Carbohydrate Nutrition 
of High Producing Dairy Cows 0.25 
•>G1034 Evaluating the Feeding Value of 
Fibrous Feeds for Dairy Cattle 0.25 
+G1041 Feeding the Bovine Somatotropin 
(BST) Treated Dairy Cow 0.25 
•!•G1070 Feeding Dairy Cattle for Proper Body 
Condition Score 0.25 
•:•G1077 Feeding to Maximize Milk Solids 0.25 
•!•GUll Mineral and Vitamin Nutrition of 
Dairy Cattle 0.25 
<•G1118 Forage Allocation System for Dairy 
Producers-Using a Forage Inventor 
and Allocation Worksheet 0.25 
•:• Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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•• 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
+G1138 Water Quality and Requirements 
for Dairy Cattle 0.25 
+G1177 Feeding and Managing Holstein Steers 0.25 
+G1192 Feeding Dairy Cows with Limited 
High Quality Forage 0.25 
BREEDING & REPRODUCTION 
+G515 Minimizing Dairy Herd Reproductive 
Failure Through Programmed 
Veterinary Service 0.25 
+G755 How to Set Goals for Your Breeding 
Program 0.25 
+G776 How are Milk Components Related? 0.25 
+G818 How to Use the Milk Progesterone Tests 0.25 
+G820 How to Maximize Income By 
Managing Days Dry 0.25 
+G822 How to Estimate a Dairy Herd's 
Reproductive Losses 0.25 
+G898 How to Interpret the New Animal 
Model for Dairy Sire Evaluation 0.25 
+G952 Estrus (Heat) Detection Guidelines 0.25 
+G1143 How to Use the National Genetic 
Evaluations for Somatic Cell Scores 0.25 
+G1197 The Genetics and Management of 
Sound Feet and Legs 0.25 . 
HERD MANAGEMENT 
+EC220 1993 Dairy Report 0.25 
EC726 Mastitis Control Guidelines 4.00 
+G506 Mastitis Control 0.25 
+G556 Using the California Mastitis Test 
(CMT) to Detect Subclinical Mastitis 0.25 
+ G676 Management of Antibiotics When 
Treating for Mastitis 0.25 
+G678 Producing Milk With a Low Bacteria 
Count 0.25 
•:•G695 Factors Mfecting Milk Protein and 
Related Recommendations for 
Dairymen 0.25 
<•G778 Do You Practice Good Milking 
Procedures? 0.25 
+ G819 At What Weight Should Holstein 
Heifers Freshen? 0.25 
+G860 How to Interpret the DHIA-230 
Somatic Cell Count Report 0.25 
+ G997 How to Body Condition Score Dairy 
Animals 0.25 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
•:.OG998 How to Interpret and Use the 
ProStaph 1 Test 0.25 
•:•G1040 The Use of Animal Drugs in Dairy 
Management 0.25 
+G1063 How to Reduce Heat Stress in Dairy 
Cattle 0.25 
+G1101 Dairy to-Point Quality Control 
Program- Mastitis Treatment Records 0.25 
•:•G1139 Using the Dairy Herd Analyzer 
Program to Troubleshoot Management 
Problems 0.25 
•:•G1151 The Somatic Cell Count and Milk 
Quality 0.25 
<•G1170 Bacteria in Milk - Sources and Control 0.25 
RP205 Raising Dairy Replacements 5.00 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
EC262 Profitable Midwest Dairy Practices 0.50 
•:•G788 Should You Use Computer Feeders 
for Your Dairy Herd? 0.25 
•:•G893 Using Production Data to Cull Your 
Dairy Herd 0.25 
•)G942 Can You Mford to Use Bovine 
Somatotrophin (Bovine Growth 
Hormone)? 0.25 
•:•G1064 Managing Dairy Labor 0.25 
•:.OG1114 Hiring Non-Farm Dairy Personnel 0.25 
•:•G1189 Developing Dairy Heifer Rearing 
Expenses 0.25 
RP41 Dairy Cow Leasing and Sharing 
Agreements 0.50 
PRODUCTS 
•:•G449 Making Yogurt at Home 0.25 
FAMILY LIFE 
PRESCHOOL 
•:•G928 Parent Checklist for Choosing Day Care 0.25 
CHILDHOOD 
EC440 Learning Is Child's Play 1.00 
•:•G929 Consequences Teach Responsibility 0.25 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
•:•G985 Discipline-An Effective Life Guide 0.25 
•:•G991 Parenting Your Child Effectively 0.25 
LHll Effective Parenting for Greater Family 
Well-Being 5.00 
POOl Parent-Child Interaction Program 1.75 
ADOLESCENCE AND YOUTH 
•:•HEG153 Tune In to Your Teen 
•)HEG184 "Tough" Love With Teens 
•:•HEG226 High Risk Youth 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
ADULTHOOD AND AGING 
•:•G1117 The Sandwich Generation: A Cluttered 
Nest 0.25 
•:•HEG24 Dealing With Death and Dying 0.25 
•:•HEG204 'Til Death Do Us Part. .. From the 
Minute Mter 0.25 
•:•HEG210 Being A "Grand" Parent 0.25 
•:•HEG223 Understanding Grief and Loss 0.25 
EC414 
EC431 
EC548 
RELATIONSHIPS 
Family Stress: Dealing with Blame 0.50 
Juggling Time, Work and Family 0.50 
Be Your Own Best Friend 0.50 
•:•G986 Strengthening the Couple Relationship 0.25 
•:•G988 
•:•G1006 
•)G1065 
A Process for Building Coalitions 0.25 
Setting Up a Family Council 0.25 
How Is Your Family's Well-Being? 0.25 
•:•G1078 Work and Family: Today's Juggling Act 0.25 
•:•G1092 Listening-With Your Heart As Well 
As Your Ears 0.25 
•:•HEG148 HowTo SayYes-HowToSayNo 0.25 
•:•HEG167 Leadership Roles Group Members Play 0.25 
•:•HEG193 "Fighting Fair" in Marriage 0.25 
LH09 The Twelve-Day Marriage Enrichment 
Plan 
RP493 
RP353 
RP365 
RP386 
RP441 
RP485 
Realizing Your Marriage Potential 
Taking Charge: Getting Unstuck 
Managing Conflict Successfully 
Families in Crisis 
Liking Me, Liking You (Building 
Self-Esteem) 
Helping Someone Who Has Lost a 
Family Member in a Farm Accident 
5.00 
1.00 
0.50 
1.00 
0.50 
0.50 
0.50 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
MANAGEMENT 
EC804 The Increasing Number of Children 
in Single Parent Families in Nebraska: 
197Q-1990 1.00 
EC806 Poverty in Nebraska: an Increase 
Among Children 1.00 
PARENTING 
•:•G1190 Positive Approach to Discipline 0.25 
FARM BUILDINGS 
BEEF HOUSING & EQUIPMENT 
•:•G825 Existing Buildings-Remodel or 
Abandon? 0.25 
SWINE HOUSING & EQUIPMENT 
•:•G241 Slotted Floors for Swine 0.25 
<•G242 Space Requirements for Swine 0.25 
•:•G343 · Swine Confinement Growing-
Finishing Units 0.25 
•:OG651 Nebraska's Solar Heated Modified-
Open-Front Swine Nursery 0.25 
CROP STORAGE & DRYING 
•:•G31 Design and Construction of Grain 
Bin Floors 0.25 
•:•G692 Aeration of Stored Grain 0.25 
•:•G760 Natural Air Corn Drying 0.25 
•:OG862 Holding Wet Grain With Aeration 0.25 
CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
•:•G623 An Overview of Concrete as a 
Building Material 0.25 
•:•G625 Concrete Construction: Curing 0.25 
•:•G630 Concrete Construction: Obtaining 
Quality Results 0.25 
•:OG683 Quality Concrete for Swine Facilities 0.25 
•:• Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only.Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
+G627 
+G628 
+G629 
+G845 
+G846 
EC411 
RP369 
RP370 
RP371 
EQUIPMENT, GENERAL 
Ventilation Fans: Performance 0.25 
Ventilation Fans: Types and Sizes 0.25 
Ventilation Fans: Efficiency and 
Maintenance 0.25 
Electrical Systems for Agricultural 
Buildings (Recommended Practices) 0.2S 
Electrical Systems for Agricultural 
Buildings (Checklist) 0.2S 
GENERAL 
Nebraska Homes of the Early 
Twentieth Century: A Heritage of Pride 1.00 
Historic Buildings: Issues in 
Preservation and Protection 1.00 
Historic Rural Buildings -A Program 
Guide 1.00 
Historic Farmsteads 1.00 
FARM MANAGEMENT 
RECORD KEEPING & ANALYSIS 
CP2 COW SHARE-Spreadsheet Program 15.00 
CP6 TERM-Term Loan Amortization 
Software 15.00 
EC133 Pocket Guide and Field Record Book 3.00 
EC847 Your Balance Sheet 0.50 
EC848 Your Income Statement 0.50 
ECBSO Cash Flow Planning- With the Aid of 
Your Record Book and Budgeting 0.50 
<•ECB52 Cash Flow Planning Form 0.2S 
EC854 Income Statement Form 0.00 
EC889 Farm Financial Records: Selecting a 
Computerized Accounting Program 1.00 
EC890 Farm Financial Records: Financial 
Analysis 1.00 
EC891 Farm Financial Records: Record-
Keeping Alternatives for Nebraska 
Producers 1.00 
•:•G528 An Agricultural Filing System 0.25 
<•GlOSS Using Moving Averages to Effectively 
Analyze Trends 0.2S 
•:•G1057 Elements of Technical Analysis 0.2S 
+G10S9 Point-and-Figure Analysis 0.2S 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
RB316 Ranch Management Practices in the 
Sandhills of Nebraska: Managing the 
Ranch Business 0.2S 
RP50 Farm Business Arrangements: Which 
One for You? 4.00 
INCOME TAXES 
FM884 Nebraska Farm and Ranch Business 
Record for Income Tax and Analysis S.OO 
FM88S1 Nebraska Farm and Ranch Business 
Record for Income Tax and Analysis 
Extra Pages of Income and Expense 2.00 
•:OG48S Mandatory Tax Withholdings on Farm 
Wages Paid 0.2S 
RP2 Income Tax Management for Farmers 4.00 
RP43 Tax Planning When Buying or Selling 
EC887 
EC892 
FM7S2 
+G910 
+G911 
+G591 
+G682 
aFarm 0.50 
BUDGETING 
Pricing for Profit 
Cost of Owning & Operating Farm 
Machine.ry 
Nebraska Five-Year Continuous 
Depreciation Schedule and Farm & 
Ranch Invento.ry Record 
Cost Estimation-Field Operations 
Economics of Energy Used in Fallow 
Systems for Winter Wheat- Fallow 
Rotation 
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS 
0.50 
s.oo 
3.00 
0.2S 
0.2S 
Parity Prices 0.25 
The Conservation of Highly Erodible 
Lands: A Layman's Guide to 
Conservation Compliance and 
Sodbuster 0.2S 
The Conservation Reserve Program: 
A Layman's Guide 0.2S 
The Conservation of Wetlands: A 
Layman's Guide to Swampbuster 0.2S 
LEASES & CONTRACTS 
Bushel Rents for Nebraska Cropland 0.25 
Joint Machine.ry Ownership 0.25 
•:0 Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Titie Price 
~G710 Livestock Market Terms, Part ill 0.25 MARKETING 
~G745 Cash Leases for Farm Land 0.25 
+G746 Common Type Leases in Nebraska 0.25 CC363 1994 Agriculture Outlook & Policy 
+G832 Common Cropshare Leasing Issues 2.00 
Airangements in Nebraska-1986 0.25 EC881 A Market S\uvey of Fresh Vegetable 
RP'76 Cash Farm Lease with Flexible Use in the Nebraska Panhandle 1.00 
Provisions 0.50 +G27 Hedging Vs. Cash Contracts 0.25 
RP77 Crop Share or Crop Share/Cash Farm +G42 Slaughter Cattle Sale Choices 0.25 
Lease 0.50 +G367 Cost Components of the Farm-Retail 
RP105 Crop Share or Crop Share/Cash Rental Price Spread for Beef 0.25 
Airangements for Your Farm 0.50 +G371 Nebraska Livestock Market Outlets 0.25 
RP106 Irrigation Crop-Share or Crop-Share- +G404 Cost Components: Farm-Retail Price 
Cash Farm Lease 0.50 Spread for Pork 0.25 
RP107 Livestock-Share Rental Airangements ~G518 Factors in Marketing Com 0.25 
for Your Farm 0.50 +G621 Sources of Livestock and Poultry 
RP108 Livestock Share Farm Lease 0.50 Market Information 0.25 
RP109 Pasture Lease 0.50 +G622 Sources of Grain Market Information 0.25 
RP148 Irrigation Crop-Share and Cash Rental +G708 Livestock Market Terms, Part I 0.25 
Alrangements for Your Farm 1.00 +G709 Livestock Market Terms, Part ll 0.25 
RP149 Pasture Rental Airangements for +G768 Basic Terminology For Understanding 
Your Farm 0.50 Grain Options 0.25 
RP214 Rental Agreements for Farm +G769 Options Contract Specifications On 
Machinery, Equipment and Buildings 0.50 Grain Futures Contracts 0.25 
RP215 Farm Machinery, Building or +G770 An Introduction to Grain Options On 
Equipment Lease 0.50 Futures Contracts 0.25 
+G771 Evaluating Options vs. Futures Contracts 0.25 
ESTATE PLANNING +G772 Using Options to Follow a Rising 
Market 0.25 
EC855 Property Statement and Family +G1051 Charting the Markets (Introduction 
Objectives for Estate Planning 0.50 and Bar Charts) 0.25 
EC865 Have it Your Way by Making a Will 0.50 +G1052 Determining Market Trends 0.25 
+G757 A Summary of Nebraska Law on State +G1053 Looking for Buy and Sell Signals from 
Inheritance and Estate Tax 0.25 Charts 0.25 
+G1054 How to Study Gaps in the Technical 
FARM LAW Side of Marketing 0.25 
+G1056 Support and Resistance Areas, and 
Will the Market Give Us a Second 
EC829 Nebraska Fence Laws 0.50 Chance 0.25 
+G1002 Child Labor Laws For Agriculture 0.25 +G1058 Using the RSI and Other Oscillators to 
Analyze the Market 0.25 
RETIREMENT 
<e•G1066 Agricultural Retirement Packages 
FUTURES TRADING 
0.25 
+G416 The Importance of the "Basis" in 
INSURANCE & SOCIAL SECURITY Trading on the Futures Market 0.25 
+G724 Delivering Slaughter Hogs on a Live 
•!-G576 Using All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance 0.25 Hog Futures Contract 0.25 
+G726 Delivering Slaughter Steers on a Live 
Cattle Futures Contract 0.25 
+ Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
RP217 Producer Marketing Management: 
Primer on Agricultural Options 0.50 
RP217#2 Producer Marketing Management: 
Deferred Pricing Alternatives for Grain 
Patterns for Selling Decisions on Com, 
Soybeans and Wheat 0.50 
RP217#3 Producer Marketing Management: 
Using Seasonal Cash Price 0.50 
RP217#5 Producer Marketing Management: 
Understanding and Using Basis for 
Livestock 0.50 
RP217#6 Delivering on a Live Cattle Futures 
Contract 0.50 
RP217#7 Delivering on a Hog Futures Contract 0.50 
PRICES 
EC872 Estimated Crop and Livestock 
Production Costs 8.00 
EC883 Crop and Livestock Prices for 
Nebraska Producers 1.00 
EC888 Farm Financial Records: Accounting 
Principles 1.00 
<-G207 1990 Nebraska Farm Custom Rates-
Part I 0.25 
(•G249 Nebraska Farm Custom Rates- Part II 0.25 
+G339 Price Spreads for Beef and Pork 0.25 
•:•G374 Season Prices for Meat Animals 0.25 
•>G410 Seasonal Prices for Nebraska Crops 0.25 
•:•G507 How Much to Charge for Custom 
Combining 0.25 
(•G773 How to Evaluate Grain Pricing 
Opportunities 0.25 
MISCELLANEOUS 
CC362 Integrated Farm Management 
Program Option 1.00 
EC880 Improving the Climate for Business 
Expansion and Retention 1.00 
•:•G265 How Professional Farm Managers Serve 0.25 
•:•G311 Incentive Pay for Farm-Ranch Workers 0.25 
•:•G312 What Are Good Labor Relations 0.25 
•:•G381 Suggestions for Making Family Farm 
and Ranch Operating Agreements Work 0.25 
•:•G1031 How to Hire a Crop Consultant 0.25 
RPll The Farm Corporation/How it Works 2.00 
RP329 Farm Personnel Management 4.00 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
CC371 
EC723 
EC724 
EC729 
•>G870 
IRRIGATION 
Estimated Irrigation Costs, 1993 0.50 
Irrigation Scheduling Using Soil 
Moisture Blocks in Silly Soils 0.50 
Irrigation Scheduling Using 
Tensiometers in Sandy Soils 0.50 
Irrigation Pumping Plant Alternatives 0.50 
Selecting Sprinkler Packages for 
Center Pivots 0.25 
LABOR 
Compensation Packages for Farm 
Employees 0.25 
Insurance Packages for Farm Employees 0.25 
FARM POWER & MACHINERY 
TRACTORS 
•>G579 Nebraska Tractor Tests 0.25 
•)G930 Radial Tractor Tires-Performance 
That Counts! 0.25 
MACHINERY 
EC714 Conservation Production Systems for 
Row-Crops 0.50 
EC728 Sprayer Calibration Method Card 0.50 
EC760 How to Adjust Vertical Turbine 
Pumps for Maximum Efficiency 0.50 
•>G414 Soybean Harvesting Management Tips 0.25 
+G555 Guidelines for Constructing A 
Pipewick Applicator 0.25 
.:•G562 Guidelines for Using Pipewick and 
Other Selective Applicators 0.25 
+G578 Fuel Use for Field Operations 0.25 
•:•G684 Row Crop Planters: Equipment 
Adjustments and Performance in 
Conservation Tillage 0.25 
•>G865 Fine Tuning a Sprayer with the 
"Ounce" Calibration Method 0.25 
•>G955 Nozzles- Selection and Sizing 0.25 
+G983 Equipment Adjustments for Herbicide 
Incorporation 0.25 
+G1019 Set Up of Tillage, Planting and 
Directed Spray Equipment 0.25 
•) Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
~G1020 Plumbing Systems of Agricultural 
Sprayers 0.25 
+G1098 Cultivators for Conservation Tillage 0.25 
FIELD CROPS 
SOYBEANS 
+ EC104 Nebraska Soybean Variety Tests 0.25 
EC801 Soybean Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Northeast Nebraska 0.50 
EC802 Soybean Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Western Nebraska 0.50 
EC803 Soybean Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Southeast Nebraska 0.50 
+ G361 Using Starter Fertilizers for Com, 
Grain Sorghum, and Soybeans 0.25 
•:•G445 Soybean Variety Selection 0.25 
+G687 Soybean Planting Date: When and Why 0.25 
+ G737 Soybean Inoculation- When Is It 
Necessary? 0.25 
<•G762 Soybean Yield Loss Due to Hail Damage 0.25 
+ G859 Fertilizer Suggestions for Soybeans 0.25 
•:•G875 Weed Control in Soybeans 0.25 
(•G953 Soybean Chlorosis Management 0.25 
•:•G963 Narrow-row Soybeans 0.25 
FORAGES 
CC360 Reacting to Winter-Injwy to Alfalfa 1.00 
EC109 Range Judging Handbook for Nebraska 4.00 
EC110 Contest Guide for Range Judging 0.50 
EC113 A Guide for Planning and Analyzing 
a Year-Round Forage Program 1.00 
EC118 Nebraska Range and Pasture Forbs and 
Shrubs (Including Succulent Plants) 5.00 
EC120 Certified Perennial Grass Varieties 
Recommended for Nebraska 0.50 
EC123 Drought Management on Range and 
Pastureland - A Handbook for 
Nebraska and South Dakota 4.00 
EC124 Nebraska Handbook of Range 
Management 3.00 
EC129 Buying and Selling Alfalfa Hay 1.00 
EC131 Alfalfa Analyst 1.00 
E070 Nebraska Range and Pastures Grasses 
(Including Grass-like Plants) 4.00 
E098 Nebraska Poisonous Range Plants 0.50 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
EC199 Hay Fever Plants of Nebraska 0.50 
•:•G141 Harvesting Hay Crops for Silage 0.25 
•:+G142 Harvesting and Preserving Hay Crop 
Silage 0.25 
(•G171 Summer Annual Forage Grasses 0.25 
•:•G357 Selecting Alfalfa Varieties for Nebraska 0.25 
•:•G406 Fertilizing Grass Pastures and Hay lands 0.25 
•:•G435 Inoculation of Forage Legumes 0.25 
•:•G504 Proper Livestock Grazing Distribution 0.25 
•:•G543 Establishing Dryland Forage Grasses 0.25 
•:•G563 Grazing Management of Irrigated Grass 
Pastures 0.25 
•:•G567 Perennial Plants for Irrigated Pasture 0.25 
•:•G568 How Fine Should Com and Sorghum 
Be Choppe4 for Ensiling? 0.25 
•:•G652 Seeding and Renovating Alfalfa 0.25 
•:•G685 Feeding Value of Alfalfa Hay and 
Alfalfa Silage 0.25 
•:+G738 Management to Minimize Hay Waste 0.25 
•:•G775 Prussic Acid Poisoning 0.25 
•:•G826 Irrigating Alfalfa 0.25 
•:•G874 Management Tips for Round Bale 
Hay Harvesting, Moving, and Storage 0.25 
•!•G894 Grassland Management with 
Prescribed Burning 0.25 
•:•G915 Testing Livestock Feeds - For Beef 
Cattle, Dairy Cattle, Sheep and Horses 0.25 
•:•G1168 Moisture Testing of Grain, Hay and 
Silage 0.25 
CORN 
•:•EC105 Nebraska Com Hybrid Tests 0.25 
EC893 Com Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Western Nebraska 0.50 
EC894 Com Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Northeast Nebraska 0.50 
EC895 Com Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Southeast Nebraska 0.50 
•:•G131 No-Till Com in Alfalfa Sod 0.25 
•:•G174 Fertilizer Suggestions For Com 0.25 
•!•G361 Using Starter Fertilizers for Com, 
Grain Sorghum, and Soybeans 0.25 
•:•G426 Popcorn Production 0.25 
•:•G471 Choosing Com Hybrids 0.25 
•:•G481 Setting Your Com Yield Goal Is 
Important 0.25 
•:•G552 Effects of Weather on Com Planting 
and Seedling Establishment 0.25 
•:•G803 Assessing Hail Damage to Com 0.25 
+!• Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Title Price 
+G1115 Com Quality for Industrial Uses 0.25 +GS Fertilizing Sugar Beets 0.25 
RP98 Com Pest Management for the Midwest 7.00 +G686 Irrigating Dty Beans 0.25 
RP344 Uneven Emergence in Com 0 • .50 +G725 Measuring Harvest Loss of Dry 
Edible Beans 0.25 
SMALL GRAINS +G813 Fertilizing Edible Dty Beans 0.25 
+G827 Fertilizing Sunflowers 0.25 
+E002 Nebraska Spring Wheat, Oats, Barley, +G924 Fertilizing Proso and Pearl Millet 0.25 +G1026 Sunflower Production in Nebraska 0.25 Canola and Crambe Variety Tests 0.25 +G1042 Mung Bean Production 0.25 
+E003 Nebraska Fall-Sown Small Grain +G1068 Planting and Harvesting Information Variety Tests 0.25 for Nebraska Crops 0.25 
EC122 Wheat Kernel Damage 0.50 +G1076 Canola Production 0.25 
EC128 Estimating Winter Wheat Residue +G1102 Fertilizer Management for Dty Cover 1.00 Edible Beans 0.25 E093 Crops Contest Guide 0 • .50 +G1126 Cram be Production 0.25 E~6 Wheat Basis Patterns from Selected MP45 Phenological Stages of Proso Millet 0.50 Sites in Northeast Nebraska 0 . .50 +MP51 Distillers Grains 0.25 E~7 Wheat Basis Patterns from Selected RP198 Dty Bean Production Problems 5.00 Sites in Southeast Nebraska 0.50 
E~8 Wheat Basis Patterns from Selected 
Sites in Western Nebraska 0 . .50 CROPPING PRACTICES 
+G24 Winter Wheat Varieties 0.25 
+G35 How to Plant Wheat 0.25 E021 Conducting a Presaibed Bum and 
+GUO How to Fallow 0.25 Prescribed Burning Checklist 0 . .50 
+G398 Irrigated Small Grain Production 0.25 E025 On-farm Trials for Farmers Using the 
+G430 Oat Production in Nebraska 0.25 Randomized Complete Block Design 2.00 
+G487 Spring Small Grains Variety Selection 0.25 E026 Procedures for Field Demonstrations 
+GS46 Ecofarming: Fallow Aids in Winter of Nitrogen Management Practices 2.00 
Wheat-Fallow Rotation 0.25 EC130 A Guide for Herbicide Use in Nebraska 2.00 
+G811 High Quality Seed Wheat 0.25 E097 Fertilizer Know How 0 . .50 
+G889 How to Apply Fertilizer to Wheat 0.25 +G301 How to Tell Corn, Sorghum Maturity 0.25 
+G4.50 Low Level Color Infrared Photography 
SORGHUM for Monitoring Cropping Problems 0.25 
+G526 The Effect of Weather on Com .: 
+E006 Nebraska Grain Sorghum Hybrid Tests 0.25 
Preseason Precipitation and Yield of 
Uninigated Com 0.25 
EC800 Sorghum Basis Patterns from Selected +G544 Residue Management for Soil Erosion Sites in Southeast Nebraska 0.50 Control 0.25 E~ Sorghum Basis Patterns from Selected +G551 Ecofarming: Spring Row Crop Sites in Northeast Nebraska 0 . .50 Planting and Weed Control in Winter 
+G361 Using Starter Fertilizers for Com, Wheat Stubble 0.25 
Grain Sorghum, and Soybeans 0.25 
•)G581 Cross Fences for Pastures Under Center 
+G809 Ecofarming- No-Till Sorghum Pivot Irrigation 0.25 
Following Ecofallow Com or Sorghum 0.25 +G673 Maturity Dates and Freeze Risks 
+G812 Sorghum Yield Loss Due to Hail Damage 0.25 Based on Growing Degree Days 0.25 
+G723 Maximizing the Use of Farm Strip Plots 0.25 
MISCELLANEOUS CROPS +G782 Distribution of Crop Residue - A 
Requirement for Conservation Tillage 0.25 
+E007 Nebraska Proso, Sunflower and +G796 Growing Degree Day Requirements 
Amaranth Variety Tests 0.25 and Freeze Risk as a Guide to Selecting 
EC2305 Six Steps to Mushroom Farming 0 . .50 and Planting Com Hybrids 0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
(•G830 Spring Forecasts of Potential Subsoil 
Moisture Conditions in Eastern 
Nebraska Based on Preseason 
Precipitation 0.25 
.:•G835 Ecofarming: No-till Ecofallow Proso 
Millet in Winter Wheat Stubble 0.25 
+G876 Ridge Plant Systems: Equipment 0.25 
+G884 Ecofarming: Selecting Com and Grain 
Sorghum Hybrids, Planting Dates, and 
Planting Rates in a Winter Wheat-
Row Crop-Fallow Rotation 0.25 
+G964 How Soil Holds Water 0.25 
+G996 Ridge Plant Systems: Fertility 0.25 
•:OG1009 Getting Started in Ecofarming: 
Growing the Winter Wheat Crop 0.25 
+G1010 Managing Com and Sorghum 
Residues During the Ecofarming 
Fallow Period 0.25 
•:OG1024 Two Crops in One Year: Relay 
lntercropping 0.25 
+G1025 Two Crops in One Year: Doublecropping 0.25 
+G1046 Conservation Tillage and Planting 
Systems 0.25 
<•G1071 Ridge Plant Systems: Weed Control 0.25 
<•G1146 Cover Crop Use in Crop Production 
Systems 0.25 
RP207 Low Rates of Fertilizer Nutrients, 
How Effective? 0.50 
RP474 Birdsfoot Trefoil for Grazing and 
Harvested Forage 200 
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT 
CC178 
EC119 
+G1133 
Crop Varieties Suggested for Nebraska 0.50 
Hail Damage Assessment and Replant 
Decisions 0.50 
Estimating Percent Residue Cover 
Using the Line-Transect Method 0.25 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
FOOD 
•:•G947 Buying Meat by the Serving 0.25 
+G1008 Make Your Food Dollars Count 0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
NUTRITION 
CC294 Calories, Fat, and Cholesterol In Your 
Food 
EC442 Adjusting Recipes to Meet Dietary 
Item 
Price 
0.50 
Guidelines 0.50 
+G916 How Much Sodium Are You Eating? 0.25 
•)G917 
+G918 
+G927 
+G935 
How Much Vitamin A Are You Eating? 0.25 
Water: The Nutrient 0.25 
Body Weight Assessment 0.25 
Planning for Healthy Eating 0.25 
•:OG956 Eating Out- Lightly But Delightfully 0.25 
•:OG962 Introducing Solid Foods To Babies 0.25 
+G965 Eating Lean for Life 0.25 
•:•G1030 Sweeteners 0.25 
•:•G1033 It's Snack Time 0.25 
•:OG1083 Healthy, Enjoyable Eating for Ages 65 
to84 
<•G1086 Nutrition for the School-Aged Child 
+G1087 Nutrition for the Preschool Child 
+G1088 Pregnancy and Lactation 
•:OG1113 Family Nutrition Guide 
+G1193 Nutrition Guide for Women 
+G1194 Nutrition Guide for Men 
•)HEG155 Eggs and Poultry Meat: Questions 
and Answers 
•:OHEG241 How Much Calcium Are You Eating? 
+HEG242 How Much Protein Are You Eating? 
HG232 Dietary Guidelines for Americans 
HG250 Making Healthy Food Choices 
HG252 The Food Guide Pyramid 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
0.50 
LOO 
RP144 Feeding Your Child From Two to Six 0.50 
RP455 Weight Management: Choose a 
Healthy Weight 0.50 
PREPARATION AND SERVICE 
•)G966 Choosing and Using Cheese 0.25 
<•HEG17 Drying Fruits, Vegetables and Seeds 0.25 
•)HEG110 Cut Your Own Turkey Parts 0.25 
o:-HEG144 Home Processing of Chickens • 0.25 
<•HEG145 The Cut Up Chicken, Part I 0.25 
+HEG146 The Cut Up Chicken, Part ll 0.25 
+HEG151 More Meals From Beef Cuts 0.25 
<•HEG154 More Meals From Pork and Lamb Cuts 0.25 
•) HEG220 Otoosing and Cooking Fish of Nebraska 0.25 
+HEG228 Turkey Preparation Guidelines 0.25 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Title Price 
PRESERVATION TREE PLANTING 
EC434 Let's Preserve: CfUUling Basics 1.00 
EC435 Let's Preserve: Vegetables and 
Vegetable Products 1.00 
EC436 Let's Preserve: Fruit and Fruit Products 1.00 
EC1737 Broadl~af Trees for Nebraska 3.00 
+E0738 Tree Planting Guide 0.25 
+EC1760 Trees & Shrubs for Nebraska 
Conservation Plantings 0.25 
EC437 Let's Preserve: Tomatoes and Tomato E0762 Nut Tree Cultivars for Nebraska 0.50 
Products 1.00 EC1764 Windbreak Establishment 0.00 
EC443 Let's Preserve: Fermented and Pickled EC1767 Windbreaks for Rural Living 0.00 
Foods 1.00 EC1771 Windbreaks and Wildlife 0.00 
+G944 Home Freezing of Cooked and 
Prepared Foods 0.25 
RP437 Food Irradiation: What Is It? 0.50 
EC1772 Windbreaks in Sustainable 
Agricultural Systems 0.00 
EC1774 Trees of Nebraska 0.00 
RP438 Food Additives: What are They? 0.50 +G315 Establishing Black Walnut 0.25 
+G380 Growing Conifers .&om Seed 0.25 
SAFETY +G1050 Woody Landscape Plants: Selection 
and Planting 0.25 
EC2307 Food Microbiology/Foodbome Illness 0.50 
•)G1195 Care of Newly Planted Trees 0.25 
EC2308 Principles and Practices for Food 
Sanitation Programs 0.50 PROTECfiON 
EC2309 A Guide for Food Processors 0.50 
E0548 Common Insect Pests of Trees in the 
STORAGE Great Plains 3.00 <G-G1035 Tree Injuries-Prevention and Care 0.25 
EC446 Food Storage 0.50 
+HEG143 Meat Storage Guidelines 0.25 
MARKETING 
<G-G314 Native Wood Fence Posts 0.25 
fORESTRY 
I 
+G334 Timber Sale Contracts 0.25 
+G383 Marketing Your Timber 0.25 
MANAGEMENT MISCELLANEOUS 
EC1224 Pruning Shade Trees 0.50 
E0763 How Windbreaks Work 0.00 
CC365 Stewardship Forest- The Sign You 
Care 0.50 
+G45 Managing Black Walnut Plantations 
for Timber 0.25 
EC1221 Arbor Day a Nebraska Creation 0.25 
EC1741 Ouistmas Trees a Management Guide 0.50 
+G60 Working With Wood L Home Drying 
Lumber 0.25 
EC1744 Prairie Fires And The Nebraska 
Pioneer 1.00 
+G431 The Four-Flap Graft: An Easy Grafting 
Technique for Nut or Hardwood Trees 0.25 
+G923 Windbreak Maintenance and 
EC1746 Building a Top Screen for a Burning 
B;u:rel 0.50 
E0758 Don't Let Fire Reap Its Harvest 0.50 
Renovation 0.25 E0759 Nebraska's Champion Tree Register 
+G1036 Environmental Stresses and Tree 1991 0.50 
Health 0.25 FORM1726 Nebraska Forest Service Application 
for Conservation Tree Seedlings 0.00 
+G511 Harvesting Firewood 0.25 
+G866 Ouistmas Tree Selection and Care 0.25 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G881 Heating With Wood L Species 
Characteristics and Volumes 0.25 
+G968 Nebraska's Forest Resources: 
Acreages and Ownership 0.25 
GENERAL AGRICULTURE 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 
+G844 Dimensions of Economic Development 
- A Framework for Rural Economic 
Development 0.25 
PUBLIC POLICY 
+G346 Land Use Decisions 0.25 
+G706 Policymaking in Agriculture 0.25 
+G707 How Otizens Can Influence 
Agricultural Policymaking 0.25 
+G1169 Coalitions for Building Community 
Understanding 0.25 
MISCELLANEOUS 
+G626 Air Properties: Temperature and 
Relative Humidity 0.25 
MP46 Drought in the Great Plains: A 
Bibliography 2.00 
FINANCES 
+G727 Financing State and Local Government 
in Nebraska: An Overview 0.25 
+G728 Financing Public Education in 
Nebraska 0.25 
+G729 Financing Roads, Streets and Highways 
in Nebraska 0.25 
+G730 Financing Social Services in Nebraska 0.25 
+G731 Financing Public Institutions in 
Nebraska 0.25 
<O>G732 Property Taxes in Nebraska 0.25 
<•G733 General Sales and Use Taxes in 
Nebraska 0.25 
+G734 State Income Taxes in Nebraska 0.25 
+G735 State and Local Government Budgets 
in Nebraska 0.25 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G779 Financing General Government 
Expenditures in Nebraska 0.25 
+G840 Miscellaneous Revenues in Nebraska 0.25 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
PRACTICES FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH 
<O>HEG225 Eating Disorders: Bulimia and 
Anorexia Nervosa 0.25 
RP239 Fo~ Alletgy, and You 0.50 
CRIME PREVENTION 
CC310 Crime Prevention through Property 
Identification A Nebraska Property 
LD. System 0.50 
+HEG168 Home Security Starts at Your Door 0.25 
HOME FURNISHING 
FURNITURE 
CC22 Emergency Flood Information: 
Salvaging Furniture 0.00 
EC406 Take Cover. A Guide to Selecting 
Furniture Fabrics 0.50 
EC407 Refinishing Furniture 3.00 
EC419 Home Furnishings Care - Cleaning 
and Stain Removal 0.50 
+HEG54 Your Style in Home Furnishings 0.25 
<O>HEG235 Selecting Case Goods-Wood 0.25 
+HEG236 Selecting Upholstered Furniture 0.25 
+HEG244 Selection of Case Goods-Metal and 
Natural Materials 0.25 
RP294 Upholstered Furniture Care Cleaning 
and Stain Removal 0.50 
FLOOR COVERINGS 
EC2057 Carpet Care Cleaning and Stain 
Removal 0.50 
+HEG231 Carpet Selection: General 0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
+HEG232 Carpet Selection: Construction and 
Item 
Price 
Te~e 0.25 
+HEG233 Rug and Carpet Fibers: Selection and 
Care 0.25 
+HEG239 Rug Selection and Use 0.25 
WALL AND WINDOW TREATMENT 
+HEG111 How to Make Insulated Roman Shades 0.25 
+HEG114 How to Make Draperies 0.25 
+HEG115 Draperies Machine Made With Pleater 
Tape 0.25 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
EC423 Color Expressions in the Home 0.50 
GENERAL 
RP328 Modest Home Makeovers 1.00 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
HOUSEKEEPING METHODS AND 
WORK SIMPLIFICATION 
EC422 Household Cleaning and Laundry 
Products: Which one for the Job? 0.50 
EC424 The Laundry System 0.50 
EC444 Avoiding Laundry Problems 0.50 
RP404 Working Environments: A Sewing 
Center for Personal or Business Use 1.00 
MONEY MANAGEMENT 
CC306 When Your Income Decreases - But 
The Bills Don't 0.50 
EC420 Household Invento.ry 0.50 
EC428 Household Waste Management: 
Yours, Mine, and Ours Year One 0.50 
EC441 Household Waste Management: For 
Your Health and Environment's Sake-
Year Two 0.50 
EC2040 A Record of Important Family Papers 0.50 
FM843 Nebraska Household Account Book 3.00 
+G934 Financial Counseling: What, Who, 
When, and Where 0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
+G940 Financial Planning Form: Net Worth 
Statement 
+G941 Financial Planning Form: Income 
+G975 
+G1013 
+G1160 
+G1161 
Statement 
Health Insurance for Older People 
Nursing Home Insurance Insights 
Investment Basics ••• .For The Beginner 
Investment Altematives-. .For The 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
Beginner 0.25 
+G1162 Financial Planning 0.25 
+G1163 Choosing a Financial Planner 0.25 
+G1164 About Money and Children 0.25 
+G1165 Essentials of a Home Business Center 0.25 
•>HEG78 It's About Time 0.25 
+HEG1011nsurance-What Kind Do You Need? 0.25 
+HEG102 Health and Disability Insurance Insights 0.25 
+HEG103 Homeowners Insurance Insights 0.25 
+HEG104 Auto Insurance Insights 0.25 
+HEG177 Budgeting Systems When There are 
Two Earners in the Household 
+HEG183 Negotiating With Creditors 
+HEG190 Rent a Home? 
+HEG195 Credit-How to Establish, Protect, and 
Use It 
+HEG202 Cash Flow Planning Form for 
Household Expenses 
+HEG208 Life Insurance Insights 
+HEG209 Farm and Ranch Family Living 
Expenses--Taking Control 
+HEG211 For Sale By Owner: The Right Choice 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
For You? 0.25 
LHOS 
LH12 
LH15 
Your Budget: Making It Work For You 3.00 
Budgeting: The Basics and Beyond 5.00 
Insurance Insights 4.00 
RP272 Family Keepsakes: Principles for 
Conservation and Storage 
RP362 File it Easy, Find it Fast: A Home Filing 
System 
RP395 Liability Insurance and the Family 
Child Care Provider 
HORTICULTURE 
ORNAMENTALS 
0.50 
1.00 
1.00 
EC1206 Roses 0.50 
EC1246 List and Description of Named 
Cultivars in the Genus Penstemon 2.00 
+G25 Pruning Ornamental Plants 0.25 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Title Price 
+ G182 Caring for African Violets 0.25 E0247 Nebraska Potato Cultivar Tests 1989-91 2.00 
+ G186 Cannas 0.25 E0248 Growing Squash and Pumpkin for 
<O>G187 Care of Ca~ in the Home 0.25 Food and Ornamentation 1.00 
<O>G188 Amaryllis Culture 0.25 +G71 Lettuce 0.25 
+G189 Growing Dahlias 0.25 +G73 Sweet Potatoes 0.25 
+G190 Geranium Culture 0.25 +G496 Tomatoes in the Home Garden 0.25 
+G337 Propagating House Plants 0.25 +G503 Vegetable Garden Seed Storage and 
<O>G344 Annual Flowers for Specific Uses in Germination Requirements 0.25 
Nebraska 0.25 +G540 Peppers 0.25 
•:.G353 Garden Ouysanthemums 0.25 <O>G548 Organic Gardening in the Backyard 0.25 
+G428 Spring Flowering Bulbs 0.25 +G603 Eggplant 0.25 
+G721 Growing Annual Flowers 0.25 +G659 Irrigating Onions 0.25 
+G739 Annual Flowers for Nebraska 0.25 •:•G781 Container Gardening in Nebraska 0.25 
+G828 Growing Perennials 0.25 +G886 Growing Sprouts 0.25 
+G833 Culture of Iris 0.25 +G902 Intensive Gardening Techniques 0.25 
+G837 Guide to Selecting House Plants 0.25 •:•G945 A Gardener's Guide for Soil and 
<•G852 Growing Gladiolus 0.25 Nutrient Management in Growing 
+G856 Hedges 0.25 Vegetables 0.25 
+G867 Forcing Spring Flowering Bulbs 0.25 •:.G993 Basic Cultural Practices for Commercial 
+G868 Forcing Flowering Branches 0.25 Production of Green (Snap) Beans 0.25 
+G869 Day lilies 0.25 •:.Gt004 Growing Radishes and Table Beets 0.25 
<•G873 Growing Shrubs From Seed 0.25 •:•G1084 Culture of Cole Crops 0.25 
+ G1014 Ornamental Shrubs for Nebraska 0.25 +G1123 Spinach and Swiss Chard 0.25 
+G1015 Perennials 0.25 •:.GU40 Red Ooud: A New Red-Skinned 
+G1022 Guide to Growing Houseplants 0.25 Potato Cultivar from Nebraska 0.25 
+G1029 Preventing Frui.ting in Woody Plants 0.25 
+ G1060 Black Spot of Roses 0.25 TURF 
+G1069 The Poinsettia 0.25 
+ G1074 Wildflowers for the Home Landscape 0.25 
Turfgrass Disease Damage Prevention + G1127 Petunias 0.25 EC1235 
MP35 Wild Flowers for Nebraska Landscapes 4.00 and Control 3.00 E0245 Buffalograss -A Warm-Season 
Native Grass for Turf 1.00 
FRUITS +G517 Kentucky Bluegrass Lawn Calendar 0.25 
•:.G5ss Tall Fescue Lawn Calendar 0.25 
EC1233 Pruning Fruit Trees 0.50 +G751 Thatch Prevention and Control 0.25 
<•G618 Grapes- Cultivars, Training and •:•G767 Warm Season Turfgrasses for Nebraska 0.25 
Pruning 0.25 •:.G877 Zoysiagrass Lawn Calendar 0.25 
+ G752 Strawbeny Cultivars for Nebraska 0.25 +G1016 Cool Season Turfgrasses for Nebraska 0.25 
+G897 Strawbenies 0.25 
+G1005 Fruit Tree Cultivars for Nebraska 0.25 MISCELLANEOUS 
+G1176 Raspberries for the Home Garden 0.25 
+G271 When to Harvest Fruits and Vegetables 0.25 
VEGETABLES 
•:•G663 Weights and Measures for Horticultural 
Crops 0.25 
EC1220 Growing Garden Peas 0.50 •:.G697 Ground Covers: Their Establishment 
E0240 Vegetable Gardening in Nebraska 0.50 and Maintenance 0.25 
E0242 Selected Vegetable Cultivars for +G698 Selecting a Ground Cover 0.25 
Nebraska 0.50 <•G810 Garden Compost 0.25 
E0244 Vegetable Production in Nebraska 1.00 •:.G823 Rock Retaining Wall Construction 0.25 
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Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G836 Coldframes and Hotbeds 0.25 
+G1061 Conserving Water in the Landscape 0.25 
+G1121 Winter Deicing Agents for the 
Homeowner 0.25 
+G1181 Evaluating Your Landscape IIrigation 
System 0.25 
+G1183 Butterfly Gardening 0.25 
-
HOUSING AND EQUIPMENT 
PRINCIPLES OF SPACE UTILIZATION 
IN THE HOME 
+G1166 Budgeting: The Basics and Beyond 0.25 
+HEG2 Storage in the Kitchen 0.25 
RP497 Kitchen Planning 4.00 
EQUIPMENT 
+G946 Water Treatment Equipment: Water 
Softeners 0.25 
<O>G976 Water Treatment Equipment: A 
Buyer's Guide 0.25 
+G1079 Home Water Treatment Equipment: 
An Overview 0.25 
+HEG174 On the Light Side: Incandescent and 
Fluorescent 0.25 
+HEG175 On the Light Side: Structural and 
Portable Lighting 0.25 
HOUSE PLANS 
+HEG73 Wall Finishes 0.25 
<O>HEG74 Selecting Wall Coverings 0.25 
+HEG189 Home Fixit- Maintaining the Home 
Structure 0.25 
INSECTS & PESTS 
ORNAMENTALS & TREES 
E0540 Common Tree and Shrub Pests 0.50 
+G4 Bagworms 0.25 
+G12 Iris Borer-.How to Control It 0.25 
•)G237 Boxelder Bugs 0.25 
Item 
Number 
+G1107 
EC1534 
E0538 
CPS 
E0509 
E0537 
E0541 
E0542 
E0543 
E0544 
E0545 
E0546 
E0547 
E0554 
+G30 
+G46 
+G48 
+G61 
+G62 
+G93 
+Gn7 
+G283 
+G521 
+G613 
+G615 
+G786 
+G791 
+G806 
+G838 
+G839 
+G904 
+G936 
+G974 
+Gt023 
+GllOO 
+G1136 
+G1145 
Item 
Title Price 
Elm Leaf Beetle 0.25 
STORED GRAIN 
Pest Management of Farm-Stored Grain 0.50 
Principal Stored Grain Insects 0.50 
FIELD CROPS 
European Corn Borer Software 65.00 
Insect Management Guide for 
Nebraska Corn and Sorghum 2.00 
Insect Management Guide for 
Sugarbeets, Dry Beans, Sunflowers, 
Vetch, Potatoes, and Onions 2.00 
Corn Insects-Above Ground 0.50 
Corn Insects-Below Ground 0.50 
Common Soybean Insects 0.50 
Common Small Grain Insects 0.50 
Common Forage Legume Insects 0.50 
Common Vegetable Insects 0.50 
Common Fruit Insects 0.50 
European Corn Borer Larval Size Card 2.00 
The Alfalfa Weevil 0.25 
Hessian Fly On Wheat 0.25 
Mexican Bean Beetle Control 0.25 
Pale Striped Flea Beetle In Sugarbeets 
and Beans 0.25 
Webworm Control in Sugarbeets 0.25 
Dry Bean, Sugarbeet Insect Control 0.25 
European Corn Borer 0.25 
Rootworm Insecticide Rate Conversions 0.25 
Stalk Borer in Corn 0.25 
Ear Attacking Insects of Corn 0.25 
Controlling Armyworms in Nebraska 0.25 
Dry Bean Insects in Nebraska 0.25 
A Guide to Grasshopper Control 0.25 
Chinch Bug Management 0.25 
Sorghum Greenbug Control 0.25 
Com Rootworm Control 0.25 
Corn Insects- Quick Reference 0.25 
Russian Wheat Aphid 0.25 
The Bean Leaf Beetle in Soybeans 0.25 
Insects That Attack Seeds and 
Seedlings of Field Crops 0.25 
Sugar Beet Nematode 0.25 
Potato Leafhopper Management in 
Alfalfa 0.25 
Management of the Army Cutworm 
and Pale Western Cutworm 0.25 
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Item Item Item Item 
Number Title Price Number Title Price 
+G1153 Com Cutworms 0.25 +G523 Insect Control Without Synthetic 
+G1167 Sp ider Mite Management in Com and Insecticides for H ome Grounds 0.25 
Soybeans 0.25 +G638 Strawbeny Pests 0.25 
RP327 . European Com Borer D evelopment 
and Management 3.00 INSECTICIDES 
LIVESTOCK 
+G774 Western Com Rootworm Soil 
EC1510 Insect Control Guide for Beef Cattle in 
Insecticide Treatment Decisions 
Based on Beetle Numbers 0.25 
Nebraska 0.50 +G1108 Evaluating Com Rootworm Soil 
EC1550 Nebraska Management Guide for Insecticide Performance 0.25 
Control of Arthropod Pests of Livestock 
and Horses 0.50 
EC1551 Nebraska Management Guide for HOUSEHOLD PESTS 
Control of Arthropod Pests of Poultry 
and Pets 0.50 EC1539 Common Household Pests 0.50 
+G154 Mosquito Control Guide 0.25 EC1556 Subterranean Termites and Their 
+G230 Cattle Scabies 0.25 Control 0.50 
+G320 Feedlot Sanitation for Fly Control 0.25 +G322 How to Handle Insect and Plant 
+G355 A Guide for the Control of Flies in Specimens for Identification 0.25 
Nebraska Feedlots and Dairies 0.25 +G1062 Tennites 0.25 
+ G391 Controlling Poultry Insects 0.25 + G1129 Cockroaches and Their Control 0.25 
+G409 Cattle Grub Control in Nebraska 0.25 •:.OG1130 Insect Pests of Stored Foods in Kitchen 
+ G412 Guide for Controlling Insects on Pets 0.25 and Pantry 0.25 
+ G950 Horse Insect Control Guide 0.25 RB317 Rural Flies in the Urban Environment 5.00 
+ G954 A Guide ~or the Control of Poultry 
Insects 0.25 OTHER PESTS 
+ G958 House Fly Control Guide 0.25 
+G1094 Controlling External Swine Parasites 0.25 
EC1511 Insect Management Guide for +G1095 Equine Internal Parasites 0.25 
+G1112 Lice Control on Cattle 0.25 Nebraska Alfalfa, Soybeans, Whe~ 
+G1141 Dairy Cattle Insect M anagement 0.25 Range and Pasture 2.00 
+G1142 Sheep Insect Management 0.25 EC1549 Stinging and Biting Pests 0.50 
+G1152 Stable Fly Control on Cattle 0.25 + G342 Sowbugs and Pillbugs 0.25 
+G1175 Sanitation for Fly and D isease +G486 Crickets 0.25 
Management at Confined Livestock +G792 Spiders 0.25 
Facilities 0.25 +G843 Removing Honeybees From a Building 0.25 
+G1180 Hom Fly Control on Cattle 0.25 <O>G891 Stinging Wasps and Bees 0.25 
MP40 The Economics and Control of Insects •:•G908 Controlling Snake Problems Around 
Affecting Beef Cattle in Nebraska Homes 0.25 
(Northern Great Plains) 1.00 
TURF 
FRUITS & VEGETABLES 
EC1557 Integrated Management Guide for 
EC1552 Insecticide Recommendations for Nebraska Turfgrass 10.00 
Garden Vegetables 0.50 +G231 SodWebworm 0.25 
+G292 Home Fruit Spray Schedules 0.25 +Gl OSS White Grubs in Turf 0.25 
+ G452 Potato Insects and Their Control 0.25 •2>G1131 Oover Mites and Their Management 0.25 
+G454 Aphids and Leafroll Virus in Potato 
Production 0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
E0536 
E0555 
+E0558 
+G117 
+G789 
+G1104 
+G1174 
RP471 
RP481 
GENERAL 
A Guide to Integrated Pest 
Management at Feedlots and Dairies 0.00 
Insect Pest Management Strategies for 
Yards and Gardens 1.00 
Pesticide Selection Guide for Nebraska 
Professional Turfgrass Managers 0.25 
Fleas and Their Management 0.25 
Human Lice and Their Control 0.25 
Getting Started in Beekeeping 0.25 
Avoiding Honey Bee Losses When 
Using Insecticides 0.25 
Biological Control of Insect Pests of 
Cabbage and Other Crucifers 8.00 
Biological Control of Insects and Mites 11.00 
IRRIGATION ENGINEERING 
+G98 
~G525 
+G888 
~G932 
CP10 
EC730 
+G20 
+G58 
+G340 
+G393 
+G421 
+G602 
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS & 
DEVELOPMENT 
Buying a Center Pivot 0.25 
Drip Inigation for Windbreaks 0.25 
Flow Control Devices for Center Pivot 
Irrigation Systems 0.25 
Minimum Center Pivot Design 
Capacities in Nebraska 0.25 
IRRIGATION OPERATIONS & 
MANAGEMENT 
PC- Inigate 95.00 
Anti-Pollution Protection when 
Applying Chemicals with Inigation 
Systems 0.50 
Fertilizing Through Center Pivots 0.25 
Top Yields With Least Water 0.25 
Scheduling Irrigations by Electrical 
Resistance Blocks 0.25 
Selecting and Using Irrigation 
Propeller Meters 0.25 
Water Measurement Calculations 0.25 
How to Choose an Irrigation Consultant 0.25 
Predicting the Last Irrigation for Com, 
Grain Sorghum and Soybeans 0.25 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G690 Estimating Soil Moisture by 
Appearance and Feel 0.25 
+G753 Irrigation Scheduling Using Crop 
Water Use Data 0.25 
+G992 Evapotranspiration (ET) or Crop Water 
Use 0.25 
+G1021 Managing Furrow Irrigation Systems 0.25 
+G1043 Water Runoff Control Practices for 
Sprinkler Irrigation Systems O.'lS 
+G1099 Estimating Effective Rainfall 0.25 
+G1124 Converting Center Pivot Sprinkler 
Packages: System Considerations 0.25 
+G1154 Crop Residue and Irrigation Water 
Management 0.25 
+G1157 Testing Irrigation Water 0.25 
IRRIGATION WELLS & PUMPING 
PLANTS 
CP4 PUMP-Pumping Plant Alternatives 
Software 10.00 
+G358 Artesian (Confined) Aquifers and 
Effect of Pumping 0.25 
ccoo 
CC302 
CC351 
CC352 
GOO 
MISCELLANEOUS 
GENERAL 
Resource- Publications Catalog 
Cooperative Extension- The Facts 
Organizing a Team 
Developing a Productive Team 
NebGuide Index 
PESTICIDES, GENERAL 
INSECTICIDES 
EC2503 Management of Fabric Pests 
+G790 Fumigating Farm-Stored Grain With 
Aluminum Phosphide 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.00 
0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
HERBICIDES 
CPU NebraskaHERB Software Program 135.00 
•:•G113 A Quick Test for Atrazine Carry-over 0.25 
+G294 Band Application of Herbicides 0.25 
<O>G570 Ecofarming: Management of Atrazine 
Carryover in Ecofallow 0.25 
(eG653 Herbicides and Soils 0.25 
+G700 Factors Mfecting Foliar-Applied 
Herbicides 0.25 
+G802 Banvel and 2,4-D Damage to 
Fieldbeans and Soybeans 0.25 
•:-G1081 Factors That Affect Soil-Applied 
Herbicides 0.25 
(eG1158 Questions and Answers about Atrazine 0.25 
RP250 Factors Affecting Foliar-Applied 
Herbicides 0.50 
RP251 Effective Herbicide Use in Chrisbnas 
Tree Plantations 1.00 
RP377 Herbicide Mode of Action and Injwy 
Symptoms 3.00 
SAFETY 
•)>EC2501 Pesticide Safety Telephone Hotlines 0.25 
+G460 Farm Pesticide Storage 0.25 
(eG472 Disposal of Pesticide Containers 0.25 
•:•G473 Disposal of Excess Pesticides and 
Related Waste 0.25 
(eG715 Signs and Symptoms of Pesticide 
Poisoning 0.25 
+:•G736 Urban Storage and Disposal of 
Pesticides and Containers 0.25 
+:•G758 Protective Oothing and Equipment 
for Pesticide Applicators 0.25 
•:-G937 The Pesticide Label 0.25 
+:•G1007 Pesticide Management and Safety 
on Home Grounds 0.25 
•:-G1150 Rinsing Pesticide Containers 0.25 
REGULATIONS 
•:•EC2500 Federally Registered Restricted Use 
Pesticides 0.25 
EC2540 Field Records for Restricted Use 
Pesticide Applications and Integrated 
Crop Management by Private 
Applicators 1.00 
I 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
+G479 
+G674 
+GSOO 
+GSSO 
+G566 
+G1001 
Pesticide Laws and Regulations 0.25 
Hazardous Waste Management 
Requirements for Pesticide Applicators 0.25 
EQUIPMENT 
Ecofarming: Selection of Tractor 
Mounted or Pull-Type Sprayers 
Ecofarming: Operating High Capacity 
Sprayers (Floaters) for Herbicide 
Application 
Calibrating a Sprayer 
Spray Drift of Pesticides 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
PLANT DISEASES 
I 
ORNAMENTALS 
E0869 Guide to the Identification of 
Physiological Disorders of Landscape 
Plants 0.50 
E0870 Guide to the Identification of Diseases 
of Shrubs 0.50 
+G979 Powdeey Mildew of Roses 0.25 
+G980 Rose Mosaic and Rose Rosette Diseases 0.25 
TREES 
+G257 Cytospora Canker of Poplars and 
Willows 0.25 
+G490 Canker Diseases of Elm 0.25 
+G575 Dothistroma Needle Blight of Pines 0.25 
+G646 Diplodia Tip Blight of Pines 0.25 
+G858 Juniper Blight Diseases 0.25 
+G1120 Fire Blight of Apple, Pear and Woody 
Ornamentals 0.25 
FIELD CROPS 
E0863 Dey Edible Bean Diseases 0.50 
E0871 Wheat Streak Mosaic Disease 0.50 
+G68 Stem Rust of Wheat 0.25 
+G169 Bunt or Stinking Smut of Wheat 0.25 
+G202 Soil-Borne Wheat Mosaic 0.25 
+G203 Leaf Rust of Wheat 0.25 
+G429 Tan Spot Disease of Wheat 0.25 
•:- Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G480 Take-all Disease of Wheat and Grasses 0.25 
+G488 Spring and Summer Black Stem 
Diseases of Alfalfa 0.25 
+G492 How to Take a Soil Sample for Com 
Nematode Assay 0.25 
+G701 Septaria Leaf Blotch of Wheat 0.25 
+G702 Root and Soil Analyses for Nematodes 
in Com 0.25 
+G743 Cephalosporium Stripe of Wheat 0.25 
+G804 Plant Disease Control for Conservation 
Tillage Systems 0.25 
+G850 Understanding Mold Toxins 0.25 
+G900 Phytophthora Root Rot of Alfalfa 0.25 
+G906 Barley Yellow Dwarf Disease of 
Barley, Oats, and Wheat 0.25 
+G912 Alfalfa Crown and Root Rots and 
Stand Longevity 0.25 
+G931 Alfalfa Anthramose 0.25 
+G1097 Root and Crown Rot- Winterkill 
Complex of Winter Wheat 0.25 
+G1103 White Mold of Dry Beans 0.25 
FRUITS 
+G1011 Peach Leaf Curl and Related Diseases 0.25 
VEGETABLES 
+G1090 Black Dot Disease of Potato 0.25 
TURF 
EC1872 A Guide to Turf Diseases in Nebraska 1.00 
•)G688 Brown Patch Disease of Turfgrass 0.25 
•)G742 Dollar Spot Disease of Turfgrass 0.25 
+G824 Snow Mold Diseases of Turfgrass 0.25 
+G890 Pythium Blight of Turfgrass 0.25 
•>G925 Leaf Spot and Melting Out Diseases of 
Turfgrass 0.25 
+G951 Mushrooms, Puffballs, Fairy Rings, 
and Slime Molds in Turfgrass 0.25 
+G970 Summer Patch and Necrotic Ring 
Spot- Diseases of Turfgrass 0.25 
+G1119 Rust Diseases of Turfgrass 0.25 
<-G1149 Stripe Smut Disease of Turfgrass 0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
POULTRY 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
+G386 Wheat in Poultry Rations 
BREEDING & REPRODUCTION 
+G524 Incubation for the Home Flock 
+G879 Peafowl 
MANAGEMENT 
+EC259 The Nebraska Poultry Report 1991 
EC269 Domestic Poultry Feed Formulation 
Guide 
EC1423 Turkey Management Guide 
<O>G466 Egg Oeaning Procedures for the 
Household Flock 
+G542 The Home Laying Flock, Part II -
Management 
+G711 Managing the Home Goose Breeder 
Flock 
+G718 Cannibalism: Cause and Prevention 
in Poultry 
+G1089 Control of Pullorum and Typhoid 
Through Participation in the National 
and Nebraska Poultry Improvement 
Plans 
PRODUCTION HANDLING 
+G530 Brooder Houses and Equipment for 
the Home Flock 
+G538 Brooding and Rearing the Home Meat 
Flock 
+G541 The Home Laying Flock, Part I -
Getting Started 
+G713 Brooding and Rearing the Home 
Goose Flock 
+G1147 Preventing Bacterial Contamination, 
Medication and Other Chemical 
Residues in Poultry Meat and Eggs 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
2.00 
0.50 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
SAFETY 
FARM 
CC16 Emergency Flood Infomtation: 
Flooded Croplands 0.00 
EC'718 Caution Look Up! Power Lines May 
Be Overhead 0.50 
EC'736 Safety with Center Pivot Irrigation 0.50 
EC2103 Safe Tractor Operations 0.50 
+ G284 Hand Signals for Agriculture 0.25 
+G303 Laige Round Bale Safety 0.25 
+G502 Farmer's Lung Disease 0.25 
+G948 Safe Operation of Compact Tractors 0.25 
+G990 Explosion Venting and Suppression 
of Bucket Elevator Legs 0.25 
+Gt080 FamtStead Safety Evaluation Guide 0.25 
HOME 
CC15 First Aid for Bedding and Household 
Linens 0.00 
+G600 Chimneys: Their Installation and 
Upkeep 0.25 
+G949 Safety During Snow Removal 0.25 
RP393 ' Fine Particle Pollution- Residential 
Air Quality 1.00 
GENERAL 
EC733 Wanted Alive 0.50 
EC734 Noise-Sound Without Value 0.50 
EC785 Traffic Emergencies-. prepare for them! 0.50 
+G338 Open Burning 0.25 
+ G664 Space Heaters-Safe or Unsafe? 0.25 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
+G631 Internal Theft-The Silent Crime 0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
SHEEP 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
+G432 Creep Feeding Lambs 
+G433 Rearing Lambs on Milk Replacers 
+G434 Feeding Guides for the Ewes 
•!-G933 Supplemental Pastures for Sheep 
RP235 Feeding Ewes 
RP367 Strategies for Feeding the Ewe Flock 
BREEDING & REPRODUCfiON 
+G814 Using Ram Lambs for Breeding 
•!-G815 Reproductive Problems in Rams 
SHEEP MANAGEMENT 
+G453 Sheep Space Allobnents 
RP379 Sheep Diseases 
MARKETING 
+G675 Yield Grades and Quality Grades for 
Lamb Carcasses 
•!-G857 The Wool Incentive Program 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
0.50 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
0.25 
0.25 
SOIL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
'TESTING 
CP9 SOIL TEST Software 35.00 
EC116 Universal Soil Loss Equation: A 
Handbook for Nebraska Producers 0.50 
+Gl65 Understand Your Soil Test Calcium, 
Magnesium, Boron, Copper, Chlorine, 
Molybdenum 0.25 
•:•G901 Understand Your Soil Test Sulfur 0.25 
CONSERVATION 
CP3 EROSION-Universal Soil Loss 
Software 5.00 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item Item 
Number Title Price 
+G282 Emergency Wind Erosion Control 0.25 
+G474 Understanding Wind Erosion And Its 
Control 0.25 
+G513 Protect Soil With Vegetative Residues 0.25 
+G750 Terrace Systems for Nebraska 0.25 
FERTILITY 
+G587 Understanding Potassium for Crop 
Production in Nebraska 0.25 
+G596 Use and Management of Micronutrient 
Fertilizers in Nebraska 0.25 
+G601 Using Phosphorus Fertilizers Effectively 0.25 
+G714 Estimating Ag Lime Quality 0.25 
+GlOOO Guidelines for Soil Sampling 0.25 
+G1171 Using a Chlorophyll Meter to Improve 
N Management 0.25 
COMPACI'ION 
CC342 Soil Compaction. . .Fact and Fiction 0.50 
+G831 Identification of Soil Compaction and 
Its Limitations to Root Growth 0.25 
+G896 Management Strategies to Minimize 
and Reduce Soil Compaction 0.25 
SWINE 
FEEDING & NUTRITION 
EC210 Swine Diet Suggestions 0.50 
+G91 Supplemental Protein for Swine 0.25 
+G117 Alfalfa in Swine Diets 0.25 
+G125 Oats in Swine Diets 0.25 
+G892 Mixing Quality Pig Feed 0.25 
+G994 Full-Fat Soybeans for Pigs 0.25 
BREEDING & REPRODUCI'ION 
EC212 Swine Reproductive Management 0.50 
EC264 Artificial Insemination of Swine 0.50 
+G532 Care of the Sow at Farrowing 0.25 
•:.OG780 Guidelines for Choosing Replacement 
Females 0.25 
+G880 Boar Selection Guidelines for 
Commercial Pork Producers 0.25 
+G926 Swine Reproductive Problems: 
Infectious Causes 0.25 
. . . . . . .. ;.. . :-::::.:r..:r- . · .· .. 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
SWINE MANAGEMENT 
EC217 Crossbreeding Systems for 
Commercial Pork Production 0.50 
+EC219 Nebraska Swine Report 0.25 
+G246 Preventing Tail Biting in Swine 
(Anti-comfort Syndrome) 0.25 
+G589 Purchasing and Starting Feeder Pigs 0.25 
+G616 Getting Hogs to Market Safely 0.25 
+G821 Weaned Pig Management and Nutrition 0.25 
+G1049 Controlling Internal Parasites in Swine 0.25 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
EC270 Conducting Pig Feed Trials on the Farm 0.50 
MARKETING 
+G330 Estimating Pork Carcass Lean 
TEXTILES, CLOTHI:\:G A:\:D 
DESIGN 
SELECI'ION 
0.25 
+G971 Accent on Accessories 0.25 
+HEG109 Functional Fashions for You 0.25 
+HEG200 Oothing the Preschooler 0.25 
+HEG201 Shopping for Children's Clothes 0.25 
RP490 Oothing for the Older Woman 0.50 
RP496 Focusing on Clothing Labels 0.50 
CARE 
+G922 Stain Removal for Washable Fabrics 0.25 
+G943 Laundering Pesticide Contaminated 
Oothing 0.25 
CONSTRUCTION 
EC402 Shaping a Tailored Garment 0.50 
EC415 Sewing the Silkies 0.50 
+EC445 Hems for Garments 0.25 
+G1028 Preparing Fabric for Use 0.25 
+G1091 Sewing With Knit Fabric 0.25 
+Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item 
Number Title 
+G1125 Lining a Jacket or Coat 
+Gt137 Interfacings 
+HEG4 Set-in Sleeves 
+ HEG36 Sewing With Plaids 
+HEG63 Bound Buttonholes: Simplified Patch 
Method 
+HEG76 Pressing Methods 
+HEG137 Sewing for Children 
+HEG147 Seam Finishes 
+HEG173 Follow That Grainline 
+HEG196 Short Cut Tailoring Techniques-
Finishing The Hem 
+HEG197 Short Cut Tailoring Techniques-
Shoulder Shapes 
+HEG198 Short Cut Tailoring Techniques -
Under and Uppercollar Units 
+HEG199 Topstitching 
+HEG20S Sewing Ups and Downs- Placement 
of Fabric and/or Garment Pieces for 
Machine Sewing 
+HEG237 Sewing With Stripes 
+HEG240 Sewing With Denim 
APPEARANCE 
+HEG192 Analyzing Color in Your Wardrobe 
TEXTILES 
+HEG39 Pile Fabrics 
+HEG42 Wool and Wool Blends 
+HEG71 Man-Made Furs 
DESIGN 
+HEG60 Restyling or Remodeling a Garment 
' 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 
LAWS & REGULATIONS 
+G378 Odor Controls as Affected by 
Nuisance Laws 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
Item Item 
Number Title Price 
LIVESTOCK WASTE SYSTEMS 
+G531 Swine Manure Management Systems 0.25 
HOME WASTE SYSTEMS 
+G448 A Septic Tank System for Sewage 
Treatment 0.25 
+G512 Home Sewage Treatment Systems 0.25 
+G514 Soils, Absorption Fields and 
Percolation Tests for Home Sewage 
Treatment 0.25 
+G559 Mound Sewage Waste Treatment 
Systems 0.25 
RP396A Household Waste Management 0.50 
RP396B Household Waste Management Yours, 
Mine and Ours 0.50 
RP396C Household Waste Management Yours, 
Mine and Ours Leader Guide Visual 
Supplement 1.00 
RP396D Household Waste Management Yours, 
Mine and Ours Leader Guide 0.50 
RP396E Waste Management Wizardry 0.50 
RP396G Household Waste Management Yours, 
Mine and Ours-Evaluation 0.50 
MUNICIPAL WASTE SYSTEMS 
+G464 Com posting Municipal Sewage 
Sludge Slurry 0.25 
WASTE-RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
<•G583 Irrigating with Sewage Effluent 0.25 
+G592 Fertilizing with Sewage Resources 0.25 
WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
WATER QUALITY 
EC735 The Impact of Nitrogen and Irrigation 
Management and Vadose Zone 
Conditions on Groundwater 
Contamination by Nitrate-Nitrogen 2.00 
EC2502 Perspectives on Nitrates 2.00 
+ Publications marked with this symbol are available free on a single copy basis only. Additional copies are 25 cents each. 
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Item 
Number Title 
+G328 Inigation Water Quality Criteria 
~G586 Effects of Agricultural Runoff on 
Nebraska Water Quality 
+G763 Nitrate-Nitrogen in Drinking Water 
+G907 Water Testing Laboratories 
<O-G989 Testing for Bacterial Safety in 
Drinking Water 
<O-G1128 Understanding Groundwater 
+G1182 Best Management Practices for 
Agricultural Pesticides to Protect 
Water Resources 
<O>G1191 Glossary of Water-Related Terms 
WEEDS 
FIELD AND PASTURE 
Ea.34 Common Weed Seedlings of Michigan 
~GUt Sandbur Control in Com 
~GU3 Weed Control in Reduced Tillage Com 
~Gno Jointed Goatgrass 
·~G220 Weed Control in Alfalfa 
-:•G382 Right Crop Stage for Herbicide Use: 
Co~ Sorghum, Small Grains 
·~G384 Common Milkweed 
·~G390 Right Crop Stage for Herbicide Use: 
Alfalfa, Sugarbeets, Soybeans, and 
Fieldbeans 
~G420 Weed Control Along Inigation Pipe 
and Ditchbanks 
+G422 Downy Brome Control 
~G436 Control of Downy Brome in Alfalfa 
·~G509 Canada Thistle 
•:•G510 Sagebrush Control 
+G533 Water Use by Weeds in a Wheat-Fallow 
System 
+G648 Wild Proso Millet 
•:•G665 Hemp Dogbane 
·~G681 Velvetleaf 
+G807 Where Do Weeds Come From? 
+G834 LeafySpwge 
+G863 Annual Broadleaf Weed Control in 
Winter Wheat 
-:•G871 Chemical Control of Rangeland Weeds 
~G875 Weed Control in Soybeans 
Item 
Price 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
3.00 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
+G899 
+G905 
+G1109 
RP33 
RPn9 
RP241 
RP468 
Weed Control in No-Till Com, Grain 
Sorghum and Soybean Production 0.25 
Weed Control on CRP Acres 0.25 
Musk Thistle 0.25 
Vine Weeds on the North Central States 0.50 
Quackgrass Management in Field Crops 0.50 
Aquatic Weed Control 0.50 
Herbicide Resistant Weeds 2.00 
LAWNS 
+G1045 Lawn Weed Prevention and 
Management 0.25 
RP26 Lawn Weeds and Their Control 4.00 
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
WILDLIFE DAMAGE CONTROL 
E0761 Poisonous Snakes and Snakebite in 
Nebraska 0.50 
E0773 Deer Damage Control in Nebraska 0.50 
+G519 Prairie Dogs and Their Control 0.25 
+G641 Dealing With Skunks 0.25 
+G777 Moles and Their Control 0.25 
~G882 Assistance With Wildlife Damage 
Problems in Nebraska 0.25 
<O>G887 Controlling Vole Damage 0.25 
~G908 Controlling Snake Problems Around 
Homes 0.25 
+G1037 Burrowing Rodent Control with 
Aluminum Phosphide 0.25 
+G1105 Controlling House Mice 0.25 
+G1106 Controlling Rats 0.25 
<0-GlllO The Thirteen-Lined Ground Squirrel: 
Controlling Damage 0.25 
RP451 Starling Management in Agriculture 0.50 
PONDS AND STREAMS 
+E0427 Ponds for Nebraskans 0.25 
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Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
E0757 
•2-G669 
•2-G670 
+G671 
<O>G672 
RP338 
URBAN WILDLIFE 
Who's Who in Great Plains Songbirds 3.00 
Backyard Wildlife: Feeding Birds 0.25 
Backyard Wildlife: Bird Houses and 
Shelves 0.25 
Backyard Wildlife: Planting for Habitat 0.25 
Backyard Wildlife: Making It Come 
Alive 0.25 
Shelves, Houses and Feeders for Birds 
and Mammals 4.00 
GAME PROCESSING 
Processing Deer 0.25 
Item 
Number Title 
Item 
Price 
NON-ICCS COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The following computer programs are available only 
from their author. DO NOT ORDER them using this ICCS 
Catalog Order Form. 
CP 7 H OG SHARE. This spreadsheet template is de-
signed to assist farmers in the development and analysis of 
hog sharing arrangements. Producers enter infonnation 
about equipment, machinery, facilities, feed, and the ani-
mals involved in the swine operation. HOGSHARE will 
estimate the "fair share" of pigs for each party involved 
based on their contributions to the swine enterprise. Pro-
gram Requirements: Lotus 1-2-3 (Version 2.01 or greater) 
and MS-OOS (Version 3 or greater). HOGSHARE needs 
120Koffreememoryspace in Lotus 1-2-3 to run. The software 
is available from the author at the Northeast Research and Exten-
sion Center (402-584-2261); Tim Powell, Farm Management 
Specialist, Box 111, Concord, NE 68728-0111. Complete docu-
mentation is provided. Cost: $10.00. Please indicate disk 
size preferred. 
CP 8 WFMACH$ -Whole Farm Machine Cost Esti-
mator. WFMACH$ is a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program 
that calculates machinery ownership, repair, and operating 
costs on a per operation basis. Various costs, such as interest, 
depreciation, repairs, labor, and fuel,can be accumulated by 
operation, summed per enterprise, and then totalled for a 
whole farm analysis. The software is available from the authors 
at the Panhandle Research and Extension Center (308-632-1241); 
Daryl Ellis, 4502 Avenue I, Scottsbluff, NE 69361-0224. Com-
plete documentation is provided. Cost: $15.00. Please indi-
cate disk size preferred. 
AgEconDepartmentReport156,March1988-INDEX. 
INDEX is a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program that helps 
construct seasonal indexes from monthly data. Seasonal 
patterns are movements or fluctuations which occur within 
a year. INDEX has been widely used to calculate monthly 
seasonal price patterns and to estimate potential seasonal 
price movement. INDEX is available from the authors at the 
Panhandle Research and Extension Center(308-632-1241); Daryl 
Ellis, 4502 Avenue I, Scottsbluff, NE 69361-0224. Complete 
documentation is provided. Cost: $15.00. Please indicate 
disk size preferred. 
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ICCS COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Thefollowingprogramsareavailablefor IBMandiBM-
compatible computers from ICCS. 
O'lNebraskaPC-Cowcard-ABeefCow-CalfMicro-
computer Program. This program, written for the commer-
cial cow-caH producer, stores, summarizes and analyzes 
large quantities of infonnation on the cow herd including 
cow-caHhistoriesand bull histories. It generates worksheets, 
reports and at the end of the year, automatically transfers 
pertinentdatatothecowcardandrecalculatesanewMPPA 
and averages for important traits. Requires 640K and 10 
megabyte hard disk; DOS 2.1 or later, DOS 4 not recom-
mended. (FOR SALE ONLY: $150.00) 
0' 2 Share Arrangements for Cow-calf or Cow-year-
ling Operation: COWSHARE A Spreadsheet Program. 
COWS HARE is a micro-computer Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet 
programtoassistintheanalysisofcow-calforcow-yearling 
share arrangements. The approach used to determine "fair" 
share arrangements is based on the economic contributions 
of each party. The option of raising or purchasing replace-
mentheifersisalsoprovidedin the analysis. 0052.1 or later. 
Availableon5 1/4"disketteonly. (FORSALEONLY:$15.00) 
0' 3 Erosion- Universal Soil Equation: A Handbook 
for Nebraska Producers. This program helps landowners 
learn theeffectsofvaryingcroppingpractices,soil types and 
rainfall amounts on soil erosion. It includes a copy of the 
publication, ECBS-116: Universal Soil Equation: A Hand-
book for Nebraska Producers. Available on 5 1 I 4" diskette 
only. (FOR SALE ONLY: $5.00) 
0' 4 Pump Alternatives. This computerized spread-
sheet was developed to calculate the operating costs for a 
number of possible changes in an established pumping 
plant. It was designed to help irrigators calculate the cost of 
savingsofthesechanges. Indudesacopyofthepublication 
EC 88-729, Irrigation Pumping Plant Alternatives. DOS 2.1 
or later. Available on 5 1/4" diskettes only. (FOR SALE 
ONLY: $10.00) 
0' SEuropean Com Borer. This program is a powerful 
tool to manage the European Com Borer in Nebraska field 
com The program predicts when second generation moths 
will lay eggs and when fields should be scouted. Scouting 
~o~tion is analyzed for relevant factors in deciding if 
insectiade treatment would be profitable, comparing pre-
dicted economic losses and control costs for individual 
fields. Minimumof256KofRAM, DOS2.1 or later. (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $65.00 plus $423 sales tax and $2.00 shipping 
[$7123] for each capy ordered). Specify diskette size. Note: 
This software package will be sold only to Nebraska resi-
dents. 
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0' 6 TERM-Tenn Loan Amortization and Calcula-
tion of Loan Balances. TERM is a micro-computer spread-
sheet program to assist in the calculation of daily interest 
accrual loan amortizations, recording of payments against 
the loan, and determining the current balances of principal 
and interest. The ability to accrue interest on a daily basis, 
calculate equal installment or mortgage payments, record 
payments of irregular intervals differentiates TERM from 
other computergeneratedamortizationschedules. DOS 2.1 
or later. (FOR SALE ONLY: $15.CXJ) 
0' 9 SOn TEST. This software will provide the user 
with soil fertilizer recommendations using infonnation 
from a soil analysis. Soil analysis data can be imported into 
the program viaa diskfile,orthrough the keyboard. Output 
can be printed, or exported to a disk file for use with word 
processingsoftware tofacilitateprintingonforms. DOS 2.1 
or later. (FOR SALE ONLY: $35.CXJ) 
0' 10 PC-IRRIGATE. PC-Irrigate is irrigation sched-
ulingsoftware designed for use in Nebraska. This software 
will maintain a list of fields and crop water use data and 
projections for each field. Required daily weather data 
entries are, maximum temperature, minimum temperature 
and potential evapotranspiration (PotentialET).PC-Irrigate 
calculates crop coefficients for com, soybeans or alfalfa. 
Historical, regional weather data is used to project future 
cropwateruseanddetermineirrigationneedsforNebraska 
cropgrowingregionsonly. IBMcompatablecomputerwith 
an80286or larger processor; 51/ 4"high-density1.2M floppy 
disk drive OR one 3 l/2" high-density 1.44M floppy disk 
drive; hard disk drive; DOS 2.0 or later; 640K RAM (2MB 
recommended); (optional) graphics monitor to display 
graphics. (FOR SALE ONLY: $95.00) 
O'llNebraskaHERB. ThepurposeofNebraskaHERB 
is to make postemergence weed control decisions easier. 
The software helps determine the expected dollar value loss 
of a particularweedinfestation.NebraskaHER.Bhelps users 
assess the cost effectiveness of weed control and identifies 
the herbicide, if any, which will provide the most effective 
and economical control. NebraskaHERB is now being of-
fered for postemergence weed control in soybeans. Similar 
programs will soon be available for com producers and soil 
appliedherbicides. DOS2.1orlater,512KorRAMrequired. 
(FOR SALE ONLY $135 plus $10 shipping and handling.) 
Cooperative 
Extension 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
NebGuide Order Form 
Please send me the following: 
IANR Communications and Computing Services 
Agricultural Communications Building 
P.O. Box 830918 
Uncoln, NE 68583-0918 
(402) 472-2821 
FAX: (402) 472-3093 
I4W 
_ __ Complete NebGuide set(s) @ $75.00 (includes three 3-ring notebooks, subject dividers, index, and over 900 
NebGuides). 
_ __ Extra 3-ring notebook(s)@ $8.50 each. 
Mail to (please print or type): 
Nrune _ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Addre~·------------------------------------------------
City _________________________________________________ State. ____ ____,Zip ____ _ _ _ 
Coun~-------------------------------------------------------------
Please make your check or money order payable to: Universi~ of Nebraska-Lincoln. Do not send cash-your canceled check is 
your receipt. Please note: we cannot accept orders without remittance. 
$ ___________________ ~Remittance enclosed for NebGuide sets. 
Send order to: 
NebGuides 
IANR Communications & Computing Services 
Box 830918 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0918 
NebGuide Mailing Service 
Interested in joining our mailing service? Please see the other side of this form for details and subscription form. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN, COOPERATING WITH COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln University of Nebraska at Omaha University of Nebraska Medical Center University of Nebraska at Kearney 
) 
1 
NebGuides by Mail 
Enjoy the convenience of having your NebGuides delivered by mail each month by subscribing to our NebGuide m!liling 
service. 
As a subscriber, you'll receive all new and revised NebGuides each month as they are published, and timely special 
mailings as necessary in addition to the regular monthly mailing~t no extra cost! You can also use this form to start a 
subscription for another party as a gift. 
The annual subscription fee is $18.00 for Nebraskans and $24.00 for out-of-state subscribers. This fee is pro-rated, 
however, so you pay only for the months you receive the mailings. For example, if you subscribe in June, you pay only $10.50 
($14.00 for out-of-state) for the mailings made from June through December. 
To start your subscription, fill out the form below and return it with your remittance to: 
Month Day Year 
NebGuides 
IANR Communications & Computing Services 
Box 830918 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0918 
NebGuide Mailing List Form 
Number of subscriptions. ____ _ 
ID# 
Leave Blank 
ST CO D P NP G 
Mailing Address (Please type or print) Bllllng Address (If dltTerent from malllng) 
First name Initial Last name First name Initial Last name 
Address Address 
Address Address 
_______________________ __J____j ______ __ ----------------------~____) ______ __ 
City State Zip City State Zip 
County County 
Circle month below and remit amount shown. Subscription orders must be received by the lOth of the month to be included in that month's 
mailing. If ordering after the lOth, remit the next month's fee . Mailings are made at the end of each month. 
Nebraska residents: 
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
$18.00 $16.50 $15.00 $13.50 $12.00 $10.50 $ 9.00 $ 7.50 $ 6.00 $ 4.50 $ 3.00 $ 1.50 
Out-of-state subscribers: 
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
$24.00 $22.00 $20.00 $18.00 $16.00 $14.00 $12.00 $10.00 $ 8.00 $ 6.00 s 4.00 $ 2.00 . 
Please make check or money order payable to: University of Nebraska. Do not send cash-your canceled check is your receipt. 
Please note: remittance must accompany subscription. 
$ _______ ~Remittance enclosed for mailing service. 
$. ____________ Total Remittance (both subscription and complete NebGuide set(s), if ordered). 
Bill To: 
Name 
c/o 
Street 
City/State/Zip 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION 
I Phone No. 
Ship To (if different from Bill To): 
Name 
c/o 
Street 
City/State/Zip 
Item No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
lpplng Coats via USPS: Sh 
Am ount of Order Shipping 
Charges 
$ 0.01 to $ 1.50 $0.55 
1.51 to 4.99 $1 .00 
5.00 to 20.00 $2.50 
2 0.01 to 50.00 $5.00 
Phone No. 
Trtle 
' 
. 
Publications Orders with indlvidu~ items 
listed at $5.00 or more will be shipped 
via UPS. 
Shipping 
Amount of Order ChargN 
$ 5.00 to $1 o.oo $2.75 
10.01 to 20.00 $3.75 
20.01 and over $5.00 
Large bulk orders will be billed for shipping charges via the Invoice. 
METHOD 
of PAYMENT 
D Bill Customer (only on 
orders of $1 0 or more) 
P.O. No. (if applicable) 
Tax Exempt No. 
(if applicable} 
D Check Enclosed 
(Make payable to 
University of Nebraska) 
Quantity Each TOTAL 
Subtotal 
Nebraska residents must 
Include local sales tax 
Subtotal 
Shipping 
GRAND TOTAL 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
IANR Communications and Computing Services 
P.O. Box 830918 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0918 
Non-Profit 
Organization 
U.S. POSTAGE 
PAID 
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